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College Book
Renter moving
warehousing
to Arkansas

Mayoral candidates debate issues
Seargent, Wells
answer host of
questions about
city government

By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
he warehousing component of local business
College Book Renter will
be moving to Helena, Ark., in
November.
Citing the fact that his business is doubling every 90 days.
Chuck Jones, chief executive of
C.A. Jones Management Group,
a private equity firm that owns
College Book Renter, said he
ran out of available warehousing space in the city and had to
look elsewhere. Existing components of the business, including customer support and order
entry, will remain in Murray.
"My first choice is that I
would rather stay in Murray, but
it's not feasible," Jones said.
The employment impact on
the move is approximately 100
new jobs that will go to
Arkansas, according to Jones.
He said he is still actively seeking to fill 90 new jobs in Murray
by the end of the year based on
the rapid expansion of the comPanYTo fit his timeline, Jones said
he would not be able to build a
new warehouse, but needed to
find empty space. After leasing
all available warehouses, he
looked at the former Webasto
manufacturing plant as a potential alternative. The MurrayCalloway County Economic
Development Corporation owns

T

Bill Wells

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger Times
Butch Seargent, left, and Bill Wells participated in the Murray Calloway Chamber of Commerce's mayoral debate on
Wednesday in the Curris Center Ballroom. The candidates talked about issues such as a payroll tax, smoking ban, alcohol
laws and the city's service to citizens.

Conway addresses local supporters
during Calloway stop Wednesday
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
.S. Democratic Senate candidate
Jack Conway says a vote for his
opponent, Republican Rand Paul.
is a vote against Kentucky values and a
vote for economic policies that have
pushed the nation into ihe worse recession
in decades and the loss of millions ofjobs.
During a speech to members of the
Calloway County Democratic-. Party
Wednesday morning, Conway, attomey
general for the Commonwealth, says that,
if elected Nov. 2, he intends to stay
focused on moving Kentucky forward and
creating a better environment for small
businesses to create jobs than his opponent's rehash of forrner President George
W. Bush's failed economic policies.
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Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Thursday... Sunny, with a
high near 75. West northwest
wind behveen 5 and 9 mph.
Thursday Night... Mostly
clear, with a low around 45.
North northwest wind around 5
mph.
Friday... Mo5fty sunny, with a
high near 74. East wind
between 3 and 6 mph.
Friday Night... A slight
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly cloudy, with a low
around 48. South southeast
wind between 3 and 5 mph.

Conway said if some say he appears to
be "feisty" about the election. they are
right.
''Well yes. I am feisty because you know
what, I'm fighting. I'm fighting for seniors. I'm fighting for veterans. I'm fighting for jobs. I'm fighting for the future of
Kentucky. Will you fight with me. Can we
carry Calloway County," he said to rous
ing applause from about 100 people
attending the event.
"This is not about me," Conway continued. -This is not about Rand Paul. It's
about the seniors of Kentucky. It's about
the veterans of Kentucky and the farmers
of Kentucky. We need a voice for them."
Citing Paul's reported statements in
opposition to the Civil Rights Act of i 965,
the Americans with Disabilities Act and

suggesting the abolition of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture which aids
farmers and funds free and reduced lunch
programs for school children and other
ideas. Conway said the upcoming election
is
vital
to
moving
both
the
Commonwealth and the nation forward,
not backward.

•See Page 2A
Jack Conway, at left below, shakes
hands with supporters during a campaign stop Wednesday in Calloway
County. Conway made several stops
in western Kentucky and talked
about the upcoming election.
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By Bob McGaughey
MSU Public Relations
MURRAY, Ky. - Christine
Doughty Johnson, a 1973 journalism graduate of Murray State
University, was named 2010
Communicator of dte Year by
dte Bluegrass chapter of the
Public Relations Society of
America and the Kentucky
chapter of the International
of
Business
Association
Communicators on Oct. 12, in
Louisville.
The president and CEO of the
Leadership Louisville Center
since 1979. Johnson was also
recognized for service at the
Presentation Academy's 2010
Tower Awards for Women
Leaders.
Her other honors include
being named by Louisville
Magazine as one of Louisville's
15 most powerful women in
2007, named to the Presbyterian
Community Center's Hall of
Fame. named the winner of the
Chairman's Av.ard by the
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By HAWKINS 'TEAGUE
,Staff Writer
hile Kentucky's U.S.
Senate race seems to
have tumed especially
negative in the last week, the
mayoral debate hosted by the
Chamber of Commerce in the
Curris
Center
Ballroom
Wednesday morning couldn't
have been much more civil.
Mayoral candidates Butch
Seargent and Bill Wells were
seated side by side on the stage
as th..1‘ were asked questions by
moderator Dr. Vernon Gantt. He
said the debates seen on television do not follow an actual
debate format, but that Wells
and Seargent would be required
to answer each question with a
statement, assertion and evidence to back that assertion up.
-An assertion without evidence is worthless," Gantt said,
The candidates had both been
given the questions ahead of
time, so they spent much of the
debate checking their notes
while giving their answers.
Weils won the pre-debate coin
toss, so he answered each question first. The candidates also
had the opportunity for rebuttals
after each question.
Both were asked about
whether or not they support a

W

•See Page 2A
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GOP leader hopes to work
with Obama on some issues
By LAUFtlE KELLMAN
us. obviously kJ be happy
Associated Press Writer
talk to him."
WASHINGToN APi
The
The two sides may have li
Senate's top Republican says choice but to work together
President Barack Mama and a key issues in the new session
more-Republican
Congress C'ongress that opens in Janua
could join to pass laws on trade Republicans are expected t
and spending policy and make gain seats in the House an
changes to the health care over- Senate. if not overturn th
haul if the administration listens Democratic majority. just as
to voters on Election Day.
Obama's 2012 re-election cam"I can't believe he's going to paign effectively begins.
continue to ignore the wishes of
Speaking from his home in
the American people if his party Louisville. Ky.. McConnell said
has a very bail day Nov. 2." there are several areas of agreeSenate Republican leader Mitch ment that already exist between
McConnell said in a telephone congressional Republicans and
interview Wednesday. "If he °barna that. theoretically. could
pivots and wants to work with pass quickly.

III Mayor candidates...
From Front

rOM BERRYtedger Times
VETERANS MEMORIAL: Officials with Veterans of Foreign Wars
Post 6291 help to set a granite stone with assistance from
Calloway Monument Company this week at the site of the new
Veterans Memorial at Chestnut Parks. VFW officials say many
have donated or purchased memorial bricks to help pay for
the facility. but more is needed to reach an initial $25.000 goal to
complete construction of Phase

•Communicator...
From Front
national Community Leadership
Association for her success in
creating
the
Leadership
Louisville Center. and in 1996
named as a Woman of
Achievement
by
the
Kentuckiana
Girl
Scout
Council.
Before joining the Leadership
Louisville staff in 1990,
Johnson was an executive with
Wenz-Neely, Kentucky's largest
public relations firm. She
began her professional career as
the first woman sports reporter
for The Courier-Journal and
covered the Kentucky .Colonels
pro basketball team.
As president of Leadership,
Louisville Center. she directs
the four leader programs:

111 Conway, supporters...

Leadership Louis\ die. the signature program fiir senior leaders, Focus Louisville. a two and
a half-day community' orientation with an emphasis on volunteer service: The Bingham
Fellows. a graduate-level program that provides an advanced
leadership experience on a specific community issue: and
Ignite Louisville. a skill-building leadership course for young
professionals.
The Leadership Louisville
Center celebrated its 30th
anniversary in 2009. An initiative called the Leadership
Louisville Connector Project is
leading the organization into its
next 30 years. Johnson was one
of 128 individuals recognized as
Leadership
Louisville's
Connectors.

Children's author to visit East Calloway Elementary
Award Winning Children's
author. Johnathan Rand will
visit East Calloway Elementary
School on Friday Oct. 22. His
presentation to students will
begin at 1:30 p.m.
A Michigan native known for
his "Michigan Chillers" series.
Rand (also writing under the
name- Christopher Knight) is

currently working on a 50-book
series, "American Chillers"
with a story %et in each state.
Completed titles include No. 27
titled
Kentucky
Komodo
Dragons" - with action in
Kentucky cities (including
Paducah). No. 12 Dangerous
Dolls of Delaware and No. 7
"Wisconsin WerewolVeti."
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From Front
Conway also cited ins rei;ort1
as attomey general in prosecuting sex offenders. balancing
eight budgets, taking on pharmaceutical companies to get a
better deal on drugs for the sick.
helping keeping child pornography off the Internet, helping to
stop the proliferation of drugs
and drug addiction and says
Paul's public statements prove
he does not share Kentucky's
values.
"I've literally had mothers
crying on my shoulder because
their daughters have overdosed
on oxycontin." he said. "For
Rand Paul to jump up and say
that. drugs are not a pressing
issue in the Commonwealth of
Kentucky and he wants to end
all federal assistance for interdiction and treatment, he doesn't share our values."
Conway said one of his primary objectives. other than tax
breaks for business in Kentucky
to help created jobs, is to keep
moving the state moving forward in education. In answer to
questions concerning education
in Kentucky. Conway pointed
out Paul's proposal to do away
with the federal Department of
Education that aids tens of thou-

race. Have you heard Rand
Paul's seniors agenda," he
asked. "He's for a $2,000
deductible on Medicare and
when we pointed it out he said
'Oh no' that's Jack whining'So
we produced seven other videos
with him saying exactly the
same thing. He's for a 23 percent national sales tax and he
says Social Security is a ponzi
scheme that needs to be privatized."
If Social Security had been
privatized before the economy
crashed during a R.
,
:publican
adminstration, where would
investors be now. he asked.
"People in Calloway County
and people in western Kentucky
deserve better," he said.

alcohol cahoot make more than
10 percent of its gross receipts
from alcohol. Wells said it was
important that the city makes
sure the restaurants understand
the rule and that the city works
with them to make sure they
adhere.to it. Seargent said when
the law is broken. a restaurant is
reported to the state and that
they have about six months to
get the ratio right because many
factors could affect the percentage of food sold compared to
alcohol. He added that some
have talked about whether or
not his personal view.% on alcohol would affect the current
alcohol laws. but he planned to
enforce whatever alcohol laws
city voters adopted.
Asked about a potential smoking ban. Seargent said he did not
support one. He said that while
plenty of research shows how
dangerous secondhand smoke
is, he didn't think forcing businesses to go smoke-free was a
line city government should
cross. Wells agreed. saying
there were 45 restaurants out of
61 in Murray that had decided to
ban smoking on their own and
that the city didn't need to do it
for. them.
Asked about business friendliness. Wells said the city was
mostly friendly, but that it could
do better. He said city employees must learn that they serve
the citizens, not the other way
around. Seargent said the city
could do a whole lot better. He
said employees had a lot of
responsibilities and in an effort
to save time. they have created
the impression that they. don't
care about what people need. He
said they do care, but needed to
show that.

•Warehousing...
From Front

By TOM BERRY
The event is set from 6 to 8
Staff +Miter
p.m. and will coincide with both
Murray-Calloway
County city and county Halloween
Parks spooktacular Trail of hours this year. Official Trick or
Treats is coming up Saturday, Treating hours in Murray and
Oct. 30. and the public is invit- Calloway County have been set
ed to Chestnut Park for some for Saturday, Oct. 30. from 5-8
scary fun.
p.m.
Parks Director Matt Martin
Sponsors include Murray
says the event will include Calloway County Parks, the
hayrides. a costume contest Fraternal Order of Police and
with prizes. Halloween arts and The Journey Church. Admission
crafts, face painting and a is free. For more information,
chance to have special photos contact the park's department
taken of youngsters in cos- office at 762-0325.
tumes.

Catch Ali The
Football Action On
MES Channel 15

the building and chose to leave
it empty in hopes of attracting a
manufacturing company.
"While we are not at liberty to
go into details about any particular project, I will say that we
have been approached by several potential clients who wished
to acquire the former Webasto
facility primarily for warehouse
space and even for a consignment event. After careful deliberations, the EDC' has determined that this is not a course
we choose to pursue at this
time," said MaYk Manning.
EDC president. "The building.

which is built for medium to
heavy manufacturing ... is clearly. one of the nicest buildings of
its type in the Southeast.
Because of this building and its
unique attributes, we have had
and continue to have high quality manufacturing prospects during this generally slow econoManning said that while warehousing is certainly an important part of any economy. the
building is best suited for manufacturing and they would continue to carefully evaluate
opportunities for the buildinc
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Assistance to the state's
300.(X10 veterans is also important as well as standing up for
Kentucky's seniors living on
Social Security and Medicare.
"Have you been following this
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sands ot Kentuckians seeking
college degrees in state colleges.

payroll tax tor the s:ity and what
steps they would take to prevent
new taxes. Wells said he had
voted against a payroll tax on
several occasions in his years on
the city council and that he
would also not "dry up" existing
revenues for the city. Seargent
said he was also not in favor of
a payroll tax, but that he could
not make a promise about taxes
because no one knew for certain
what the future would hold.
Asked about how they view%
the mayor's role in city government. Seargent said the mayor
needed to be responsive to peoples' needs He said if elected.
he would step down from his
full-time job as pastor of
Murray. Family Church, and that
he wanted to build relationships
with citizens and to be out talking to people in neighborhoods
instead of acting like a figurehead directing the city from his
office. He also said he thought
the city needed a city. administrator and that the person's job
would be overseeing the day-today operations of the city while
his job would be standing up for
the people or Murray.
Wells said.he didn't think hiting a city administrator was necessary because running the city
was more about dealing with
people, not so much the position
itself. He said selling the city of
Murray to potential outside
businesses and acting as the
city's ambassador was one of
the most important aspects of
being mayor.
The candidates were asked
about how they would' enforce
the "70/30 rule." the city law.
that says any business setting

Kelley Paul. I
Rand Paul. s
political ad tt
questioning R

I would like to take this opportunity to say
"Thank You"for your support during
my three terms.
It has been both and honor and privilege
to serve you!
As I seek my 4th term, I askPr your continued
support in the November 2nd Election.

#10 On The Ballot
Paid Fot Bs Candidate
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AP Photorthe Daily News Hunter Wilson
Kelley Paul. the wife of U S. Republican Senate
candidate
Rand Paul. speaks to members of the media
regarding a
political ad that U.S. Senate candidate Jack Conway ran
questioning Rand Paul's

Rand Paul's wife shocked
by religious attack ad
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
BOVv•LING GREEN. Ky.
(API — The W fe of Republican
U.S. Senate candidate Rand
Paul defended her husband on
Wednesday. calling a TV ad that
raises questions about his religious beliefs "a desperate,
shameful attack on our family."
Kelley Paul held a press conference in Bowling Green to
defend her husband's Christian
faith. saying the two have been
members of a local Presbyterian
church for about 18 years.
Since
late
last
week.
Democrat Jack Conway has
been airing an ad that focuses on
allegations that Paul was affiliated during college with a group
that mocked Christianity and
that he worshipped a god he
called "Aqua Buddha." Kelley
Paui called it "a desperate.
shameful attack on our family."
The odd topic has so dominated the news in Kentucky that it's
been difficult for either candidate to expound on other issues.
Rand Paul told syndicated
radio talk show host Laura
Ingraham on Wednesday he
doesn't remember the episode
described by the anonymous
woman, or the woman.
"I wish I had a great ste-y
about it. but I don't remember
anything about this story." he
told Ingraham.
"It wasn't some big thing that
any of us remember. I mean I
talked to other people that were,
you know. par. of these hijinks,
and none of them remember this
woman or any of her characterization of it."
One of the heavy-hitters of
Kentucky's Democratic party,
state Auditor Crit Luallen,
rejected Paul's contention the ad
questions his faith.
"This is not about Rand Paul's
faith." she said. "It's about his
judgment and his character."
Kelley Paul disagrees.
"I could hardly believe my
eyes when I first saw it. and neither could our three sons, who
are ages I 1. 14 and 17," she

Christians and our faith is very
important to us."
Paul said she's hoping that her
husband can get back to discussing real issues in the final
two weeks of the race.
Paul campaign manager Jesse
Benton said his staff decided
this morning to arrange for
Kelley Paul to speak to reporters
to "highlight" the public outcry
about the ad. which has been
denounced by both Republicans
and Democrats. Christian leaders also have criticized the ad,
saying many people had dcne
things during their college years
that they'd rather not have publicized.

Campbellsville wife charged in fatal shooting of Central Kentucky police officer
CAMPBELLSVILLE. Ky. 1AP1 — State
troopers have made an arrest in the fatal
shooting of a central Kentucky police officer.
A news release from state police says the
officer's wife. ;7-year-old Tonya M. Ford
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at their home in Taylor County. David Ford
had been with the Lebanon police force in
neighboring Nlarion County for 3 1/2 years.
Police say a Taylor County grand jury
handed down the indictment Tuesday after
listening to testimony from 17 witnesses.
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of Campbellsville, was arrested Wednesday
at the Taylor County counhouse after being
indicted the previous day on a charge of
niurder-domestic vioience.
Ford had reported finding her husband.
40-year-old David M. Ford. dead last year
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Kelley Paul. a church deacon,
spoke to reporters in a local convention center on her 20th wedding anniversary while her husband. an eye surgeon, treated
patients across town.
"I am truly shocked by
Conway's ads questioning
Rand's character and his faith
based on nothing more than
anonymous accusations from
nearly three decades ago." she
said. "Rand and I are both

Paving to create lane shifts
along U.S, 68/KY 80
in LBL starting Fnday
(ALDEN F'OND, Ky. - A
contractor for the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet plans
asphalt paving along the westbound lanes of the U.S. 68/KY
80 corridor in Land Between
the Lakes National Recreation
Area starting Friday, Oct. 22.
To accommodate the work
some traffic shifts will be
required near the intersection
with The Trace in coming
weeks. The contractor plans to
start on the Kentucky Lake end
of the LBL work zone and
work eastward along the newly
constructed westbound lanes of
US 68/KY 80 in western Trigg
County..
Two-way traffic is currently running on what will eventually become the eastbound
lanes of the new 4-lane corndol.

Photo provided
BALLOON RELEASE: Kenlake Foods officials and employees watch Wednesday afternoon
as almost 100 balloons are
released from the business' parking lot in commemoration of Breast Cancer Awareness
Month. The white balloons printed
with pink ribbons flew over the business and toward the east as fast as they were released.
The company shut down production so employees could enjoy the event as well as remember those affected by breast cancer.
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Obituaries
Maggie L. Love Perry
Perry. 96. 01 Almo. died Tuesday. Oct. 19. 2010.
it the !Murray -Calloway C•ounty Hospital Arrangements
are incomplete at the H Churchill Funeral Home Online condolences
can be
..t) \1/4
I hilh, hurAillfuneralhorne.com.

Palmer Lee Paschall
. . Lee "Pam- Pavchall, 84. of Farmington. died Tuesday.

19. 2011). at 6:40 a.m. at the Murray-Callossay
County
Hospital
re,..mber ot Salem Baptist Church in Ly.nn Grove.
she Was
rttired from West View Nursing Home in Murray
after 29 years of service.
In addition to her parents. Wav el and Lucille
Smotherman Camp. she was preceded in death hy
one grandson. Duane Paschall. anti one brother.
Gene Carnp.
She is survived by one son. Jimmy D. Paschall
and wife. Denise of Lynn Grove: one sister.
Ciuolyn Borders and husband. David of Benton:
one brother. Jerry Camp and wife. Margaret of
Murray : one granddaughter. Jennifer Holliday' and
Paschall
husband, Harry of Lynn Grove. and two greatgrandchildren.
Graveside services will be held today. Thursday, Oct.
21. 2010. at
2 p.m. at the Salem Cemetery in Lynn Grove with
the Res. Tom
Clendenen officiating. Visitation will be today. Thursday
. from 11
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchi
llfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchil
l Funeral
Home.

Jane K. France

Jessie B. Key
Jcsm,:
ot Murray. died Tuesday. Oct. 19. 2010, at 2:45
p m. at the \tuna% -Calloway Countv Hospital.
Born June 23. 1922 in McCracken County to the
late James E. and Nancy Jane Crick Chapman. she
was
member 4.4 the Kirksey United Methodist
Church. was an employee at Lerman's Department
Store and V.as a homemaker.
In addition to her parents. she was preceded in
death by her husband. Harry Palmer Key on June
16. 1976. one son. Gary Key: one great-grandson:
five sisters, Opha Culver. Naomi Cain. Hazel Cain,
i
°
11 Verlene Wilkerson and Imogene Cope: and two
brothers. James Chapman and Lennis "Doc"
Key
Chapman.
She is survived by one daughter. Judy Cunningham and husband.
Danny one son. krry Key : one daughter-in-law. Faye
Key. all ot
Murray six grandchildren. Deana Chadwick and husband,
Rick.
Dana Prescott and husband. Mark. Denese King and husband, Brad.
and Jay son Key. all of Murray. Debbie Dameron and husband.
Kim
of Oxford. Miss., and Lee Ann Fox and friend, Rick Eorders
of
Calvert City: three great-grandchildren: and two great-great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held Friday. Oct. 22. 2010, at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of the J.H. Churchill Funeral Horne with Tim Palmer
officiating. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens
Visitation will be held Thursday., Oct. 21. 2010, from 5-8 p.m.
at the
funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may he made to St. Jude Chileiren's
Research Hospital. P.O. Box 50. Memphis. TN 38101.
Online eondolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfunera
lhome.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill
Funeral
Home.

James A. Dixon
James A Dixon. 8-1. Wiswell Road. died at 11:57 a.m., Oct. 19.
201(). ,it his home. He was bom in Golden Pond. Tngg County.
November of 1925.
He was a retired farmer and had also worked at
Pennyrile Rural Electnc, Hoovers's and Paschall
Truck Lines. He was a member of the Salem
Baptist Church. Lynn Grove. He had been a
W.O.W. member for over 66 years and also .1 member of the American Legion.
He was a 745th Primary Rifleman in Okinawa,
Japan. in 1948, and then in 1950 was shipped out to
Korea where he was a trackman in transportation in
charge of keeping communication lines open to the
front line. Honorably discharged in 1953 as Private
Dixon
First Class.
Survivors include his wife. Evelyn Jones Dixon.
children. Debby. Dixon Kimbro (husband Billy ) and
11111
Mike Dixon w ife Sara), grandchildren. Toby
---"•-•••••-• Kimbro and Jaime Kimbro Carson. step-grandson.
Justin Baker: great-grandchildren: Tyler Carpenter.
Reese Kimbro. Braden Carpenter and Aubrey Carson. all of Murray.
a brother. Charles Dixon of Michigan. sister. Christine Berkley of
East Peoria. III., sister. Jackie Berkley of Bata% ia. 111., an uncle.
Mike Goy, of Michigan. several nieces and nephews.
He was preceded in death by his parents: Roscoe and Dewey
Ahart Dixon. his brothers. Eura "Dock" Dixon anti Hollis Earl
Dixon. anti sister, Novalee Wendt.
Funeral service will be held Saturday. Oct. 23. 2010 at 11 a.m. at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. and burial will be in the Murray
Memonal Gardens. Pastors John Sheppard, Phillip Bazzell. and
In in Damell. Visitation will be held Friday. Oct. 22. 2010 from 4-8
p.m. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may go to: Salem Baptist Church.
Darren Howard, 507 Rob Mason Rd.. Murray, KY 42071 Or
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Hospice,803 Poplar St.. Muffay.
KY 42071.
Online condolences can be left at www.thejtichurchillfuneralhome.com. Affangements are handled by' the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Porne.
Pay ic a paid obituary.

Jane K. France, 82. of Columbia. Mo., died Tuesday.
. Oct. 19.
2010. at 3 p.m. in Coluinbia.
Richard Gordon Hoffman
Of the Presbyterian faith. she was preceded in death
by her husA memorial seri ice and reeeption for Richard
Gordon Hoffman
band. Cecil L. Fiance: and a granddaughter, Mallary
M. France.
of Murray. will be held Sunday. Oct. 24, 2010. from 1-3 p.m. at
the
She is Stir\ ived by- her sons. William K. France and
wife. Nancey
Christian Science Church. 1634 Main St.. Murray.
of Murray, and Dean L. France of Columbia: daughter
. Beth J.
Hoffman
died Sunday. Oct. i 7. 2010. at his home
France and husband, Mark Eckelkamp of New Haven,
Mo., and five
on Farmer Avenue.
grandchildren. Axel France. Gaston France. John
France. Max
Born May
1925 in Parluidge. ill.. his family
France and Hanle France.
"'•"'"
moved to Saugatuck. Mich. during the Great
A private family memorial will be held in Columbia.
Depression. A lifelong member of the Christian lohny
Brown Russell
Expressions of sympathy may be made to The Malian)
France Science Church. he served in the Merchant Marines in World War II.
John) Brown Russell, PhD,85, of Murray. passed away Monday.
Soccer C'omplex. ATTN: Monica Evans. c/o Murray High
graduati
ng from Michigan State University following his service. Oct.
School.
18. 2010. at 12:30 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County
501 Doran Road. Murray, KY 42071.
He was Mayor of Saugatuck for eight years. where he ran Anchor
Hospital. Dr. Russell was bom in lsley. on Dec. 4. 1924, to the
late
Park. an amusement park. with his wife. Debbie and their children
Ottaway Beckham Russell and Constance Ann Brown Russell.
from 1950-75. A Coast Guard licensed River Boat Captain, he built
Dr. Russell retired from Boeing Aircraft CO.
and operated three sternwheeler paddle boats in Michigan. His last
based in Seattle, Wash.. as a nuclear physicist.
RICHMOND. Ky. (AP)- Gaskie entered the
boat.
the
Princess.
side-whee
a
ler,
was
operated
at
Kenlake
Statc
plea
While with Boeing. Dr. Russell worked on many
A woman who was stripped of Tuesday in Madison
Park Marina from 1977-80. He was a regular fixture working alongDistrict
classified government projects. including the Bl
side his son Tom for more than 20 years growing nursery stock at
the hiliss Kentucky Latina title Court.
bomber and for NASA. the Lunar Land Rover
Hoffman's Nursery'. While in Murray' he served on the Board at
atter being arrested has
the
She is accused of attacking
(LRV
)w.hich the Apollo 15 astronauts used to travPlayhouse in the Park. worked as a Campus Chaplain and with
entered a not guilty- plea to a Richmon
the
el on the moon. Dr. Russell was an Army veteran of
d gas station atten- Thai Student
Organization at Murray State University. He was also
assault and other charges.
WWII and a member of the First Methodist Church
dant and a Richmond pharma- an active
Need Line volunteer.
The Richmond Register
in Murray. Dr. Russell, a l948 graduate in physics
cy employee.
Preceded
in
death
by his brother. Gregory Hoffman. he is surreports 22-year-old Daniela
I and math from Murray State University. and went
A preliminary hearing was vived by one son. Thomas Hoffman
and wife. Allyson: two daughon to receive his Master's of Arts in 1950, also
set for Oct. 27. Gaskie is free ters, Anneliese Kilburn and Katherine Hoffman
Russell
; one grandchild.
while at Murray State University. Dr. Russell was
on a $10.000 cash bond.
Mackenzie Hoffman: two step-grandchildren, Alyssa and Morgan
presented an Honorary Doctorate by Murray State
Green; one brother, Bob Hoffman and wife. Betty of Phoenix,
1001 Whitnr11 As+.
Ariz.:
University in 2007. In 2008 the Engineering
Murra,. kl 12071-1040
Information
from: one sister. Janet Schroeder of Arlington. Va.: and several nieces and
Standard
s Laboratory' at Murray State University was
Phone (270) 753-1016
(
)
henrins.e
R ichmond
Register. nep
named in honor of Dr. Johny B. Russell in which now
Fax (270)7S3-1027
condolences may be lett at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhttp.//www.richmondregister.c
is The John) B. Russell Engineering Standards
m„„ _ 1.„
home.com. Arrangements are handled 1,
„,
.the 1.14. Churchill Funeral Laboratory. Also in 2(8/13 he
OM
was honored with the Outstanding
(
& .•+ts,
Home.
Alumnus ot Kentucky• (OAK) Award. Dr. Russell has
generously
l'uhlelrer
donated over $1.2 million (gift annuity) to Murray State
University
.11.11...,
411111MIN ledger corn
and has planned a gift from his estate in the amount of $900,00
0 to
lorg
be left with Murray State University'. These gifts will be used
Edon,
for the
t-.11toro trlurra.le.lgera
purpose
of
promotin
g
the
educatio
n of students at Merray State
•
University through the establishment of the following: 'MN I 1...IglIt•. 1...P11110111h
Excellence
Investments Since 1854
prict, .1%. of .1, rfl
•,111111l1Illt,11..Fs0 MOIL.ItOget.k
in Engineering Physics Endowment to assist with needed
equipment
and programs in this department. as well as to assist with the
"Mcxin
t
Woodall. kolserti,ng Mgr.
MONTEREY. Ky.(AP)- A Buggy" competition. - Johny
B. Russell Endowed Scholarship to be
a41,An
Dna Jones Ind. Avg...11120.15 + 12.18
HopFed Bank*
controversial treatment plant awarded first to students in the
9.08 B 9.18 .t
Department of Engineering Physi,
kir Products
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1 B N1 .
M41•
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Appik
Lexingt
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on
and
surrounding Telecommunications Sy,,stems Management Endowment to
Intel
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assist
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kTS.1. Inc.
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as well
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21.70. 0.06
The Lexington
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Herald- as to assist with the CyberCave learning laboratory'. -Charlotte E.
Mattel.
-22.55 + 0.22
Leader reports a ceremony is Russell Endowed Scholarship to be awarded to students in the
Bank of merica
+ 0.05
‘1cDonalds
711.68+1/7
planned
Friday
for
the College of Health Sciences and Human Services. -An unrestricted
Briggs & Stratton _____17.99 - 0.06
Murray Fund for Excellence Endowment. -A display area
Merck
Kentuck
y
America
16.95
Water
0.04
n
plant
nylion Raley
in the
Bristol Msers Squibb
26.99 + 0.10
on the Franklin-Owen county Wrather Museum for the Johny B. Russell Collection.
VII
rinanalkpa,alle in wham..
Micmsoti
+
0.02
aterpillar
80.70 + 0.82
In
addition
to
his
Ilurne rIrloers daks a week
parents.
Dr. Russell was preceded in death by'
line.
Pennet
13.43 + 0.47
l'hci run lexaco ['Grp
04.49 + 0.47
The $164 million project his wife. Charlotte Elizabeth McNeely Russell, who died in 2007:
Pepsico.
Inc
65.16
+0.10
Daimler Chrysler
67.54 +0.72
included the plant, which will three still-born sons: one sister; Emma Jane Russell Trzcinski: and
nu„ 6 mo
, I Year
one brother, Harry Louis Russell.
Pfizer.
17.63-0.03
Dean Foods
10.25 +0.II
be able to treat 20 million gal$105
$55
$30
Dr. Russell is survived by. three nieces. Patsy' Russell of Murray,
kegiom Financial
Etton•Mobil .
735 +0.07
66.18 +11.15
lons of water each day. and an
Brenda Russell of Texas and Theresa Trzcinski of Chicago:
one
Sears Holding Corp ----75.56 - 0.05
ord Slotor ___..---- 13.78 + C.14
underground pipeline that will
nephew. Michael Russell of Murray: Dr. Russell's caregiver
%laded 1.allowas (morns. Al $110. BS
s.
carry
General
water
Time
Narner
Electric
31
miles
the
to
......
_16.12
+
11.83+0.1
0.07
111.111 ii•
1.1 ),
2
Narwhal]
Denise Boaz of Murray. Belinda Kyznar of Paris Landing. Tenn.,
I ounti.. SIDI XII other mall
northeast edge of Fayette Heather McPhear
nie
GlarioSmithKline 41)R 40.16 - 0.76
IS Bancorp
23.21 + 038
son of Symsonia. and Angela Williams of Murray.
County.
Goodrich
Graveside services will be held Friday'. Oct. 22. 2010. at 11
77.59 - 0.28
NellPoint Inc
;7.16 - 0.06
a.m.
The project was before the at the Wesley Cemetery in Fulton. with
lioodear Tire & Rubber _12.00+0.12
Bro. Jim Stahler officiating.
Nal•Mart
;168
+ 0.21
1'061141,1 Moroi, through ,
1 aluola.
Public Service Commission for Visitation will be held from 5-8 p.m.. Thursday
atiet noon. e‘.
. Oct. 21. 2010, at the
•tionla,,..
more than a year before being J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Metr...rtal Das. Jul. I. Labor 11.1,.
Illank.go
1.1troanue Pal and
approved in 2008. then it was
Serving as active pallbearers will be Jim Carter, Bob Jackson, Dr.
New t•als Das l'eruglut elk vo.tage pant
unsuccessfully challenged in Steve Cobb. Larry Lewis, Michael Russell and Warren Hopkins.
.11 Maras. AV. 1411,
11410.Tili
court by. people who lived in the Honorary pallbearers will be Jennie Rottinghaus, Linda Moore and
F
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Mirriam Griffin.
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pipeline's path.
Ron Arant Heath Scott
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Expressions can be made to the Johny B. Russell Endowed
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Engineer Linda Bridwell
Murray, KY 42071
270.753.3366 I 300.444 1854
411N. 101 1141111i• let te. know
says operations at the plant Scholarship, Murray State University, Office of Development. 106
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I
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The Quilt Lovers of Murray %ill hold the
third annual holiday baaaar/boutique on
Saturday. Oct. 23. from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. in
the community rooni of the Calloway County
Public Library.. Fresh baked goods. handcrafted items and traditional guilts will be
featured. lhis etent is free and warm cider
will be at:1004e.
hed turning of quilts will he at 11:30
a.m. This is an opportunity to showcase the
quality worknianship of the quilters. Quilts
are layered one on top of another on a bed
and as each quilt is held up. a narrator will
tell that guiles story and recognize each guilt
maker. All are welcome.

Sons of Confederate Wterans will meet

Fort Heiman Camp 1834. Sons ot Confederate Veterans, will
meet Enday, Oct. 22. at 6:30 p.m. at Barry and Fonda Grogan's log
cabin. 3328 New Providence Road. Chili will be provided by the
Grogans and entertainment will be The(umberland River Plow
Boys. All members. guests and anyone with Confederate ancestors
are invited to attend. For more infomiation. call Barry Grogan at
436-26(12 or John Young at 489-2534.

CCASAP and Clean Air groups will meet

The Calloway County Alliance for Substance Abuse Prevention
will meet Friday, Oct. 22. at 1 p.m. at the Transit Building. Clean Air
Murray will meet at 2 p.m. at the Transit Building.
KIlit-WitS will meet Friday
The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday at 1 p.m. in the
Community Room of the Calloway County Public. Library'. Knitters
of all levels are welcome. For more information, call Dot at 7534803.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet

Reformers' Unanimous. a faith based addictions program. will
meet every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwaxx.1 Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or teir
a ride. call the church office at 753-1834.

WOW to hold fall festival
Woodmen of the World will hold a fall festival on Saturday. Oct.
23, from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Camp WOV)'. All members are encouraged to attend. For more information. call 76748)77.

Book give-away to be held
A 5.(XX) Book Give-Away will be held Saturday. Oct. 23,from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. at First United Methodist Church Gym. 503 Maple St.
Books are religious, spiritual and inspirational. Limit 10 books per
person. Books are donated by University Book and Bean. For more
infomiation, call Tiffany Shemwell at )270)492-8308.

Long Creek Cemetery to hold work day
There

will be a fall v.-ork day af lA)ng Creek Cemetery' in Land
Between the Lakes on Saturday. (kt. 23. beginning at I() a.m..
located approximately one mile west of Lake Barkley Bridge
between the new east and west lanes of US 68/KY 80. During the
construction of the roads. the Long Creek Cemetery' can he accessed
by turtling right on the first gravel road after crossing Lake Barkley
Bridge. All friends and family members of those intered at Long
Creek Cemetery are encouraeed to bring tools. There will be a pot
luck lunch at noon.

Cowboy Cabaret to be held
Playhouse in the Park will host Just Kiddin' Cowboy Cabaret on
the deck on Saturday'. Oct. 23. at 7 p.m. and Sunday. Oct. 24. at 2:30
p.m. Enjoy old cowboy iavorites as several families perfomi songs,
dances and jokes. Tickets are S5 and include the performance and
homemade desserts. Tickets are available at the perfomiance or call
the theatre at 759-1752 to reserve seats.

Woman's Club will host bazaar, bake sale

The Murray Woman's Club Creative Arts Department w hoht
the annual bazaar and bake sale on Saturday,(kt. 23. from 8 a.m. to
noon at the lower level of the club house. All are welcome.

Pancake breakfast to be held
The Main Street Youth Center will hold a pancake breakfast at
Applebees on Saturday, Oct. 23, from 8-10 a.m. Tickets are $5 and
are available from any MSYC volunteer or at the center. 513 S. 4th
St. For more information, call 753-8336.

Crouch family reunion to be held
The Crouch Family Reunion will be Saturday. Oct. 23. at noon at
the Salem Baptist Church. Lynn Grove. Meal will be furnished
Bring a dessert.

Book signing at New Life bookstore
Susan Page Davis will sign books at New Life Christian
Bookstore, 5th and Main Streets, on Saturday, Oct. 23. from I I a.m.
to 2 p.m.

Antique Auto Club to meet
The Twin Lakes Region. Antique Automobile Club of America.
will meet at the Murray Walman parking lot on Saturday. Oct. 23,
at 7:30 a.m. for the car trip to New Hamiony. Ind. For more information. contact Howard Brandon at 753-4389 or Terry Ridgley at
753-1829.

NI,: and Mrs. Jacob Simmons

Glenn Hansen and Dortha Phelps announce their engagement and approaching marriage.
The wedding will be Saturday. Nov. 6. 2010. at I I a.m. at
Aurora Christian Church in Aurora.
All relatives anei friends are invited to attend. Only out-oftown invitations are being sent.

IF YOU NAVE AN EVENT TO ANNOUNCE
CALL US AT /53-1916

5,000 Book
Griv-e-Away
M hen: Saturday, October 23, 2010
Time: li) a.m. • 3 p.m.
Mbere: First hilted Methodist Church Gym
503 Mapk St.. Alurray

EVERYONE WELCOME!
60,ks Rehutous. Spottual Inspirational
Beek Limit Per Person
Sponsored byUniversity Book & Bean and
Murray First United Methodist Church
Fot mac informanon contact Trftany St*mwelt 2701492-8308
•BOOKS ARE NOT TO BE RESOLD'

Driver safety program
to be held Nov. 10

M
*
r
Athseffia Aczie 2010/
Vow dim Nov. 19M

The Murray-Calloway Senior instructor at beginning of Class.
C'itizens Center. 607 Poplar St.. Nlany insurance companies
is offering
AARP Driver offer auto insurance discounts
Safety Program on Wednesday'. upon completion of course. To
Nov. 10, from 12:30-5 p.m. Cost sign up, call Teri Cobb at 753is $10. which is payable to (1929.

Sponsored by Calloway Co Homemakers
& Calloway County Band Boosters

6"2" pot - siV°
8112" pot - s 16(m

(5 - 7 Bioorns) 5 Colors
iChrisitnas Red. %%intr. Knk. %finlike SL V. hitt (attire,

•

Speer to smg at Coles
Campground UMC
Allison Durham Speer will he
the guest singer at Coles
Campground United Nlethodist
Chureh.
1449
Coles
Campground Road. on Sunday'.
(kt. 24. at the 10 a.m. worship
service. She has been singing
professionally since 1985 and

Benefit concert
to be held at
The Lodge
A benefit concert for thc
Humane Society of Calloway
County will be held Friday. Oct
29.
6 p.m. at The Lodge'.
Highway 121. The concert is
free and donations of pet supplies and loose change arc
accepted.
Bands performing include The
TreeRollins Band. SkyEallRiser Band, Tim Veatch and The
I Nite Stand. and
i turn,.
Gingles, magician.
For more information. .
Jeffrey Wilson at (270) ‘) •-•
9579 or Kathy Hodge at 759.
1884.

Phelps and Hansen

Miss Randee Leigh Collins and Jacob Charles Simmons
were married lune 19. 2010. at Kirksey United Methodist
Church in Kirksey.
The Revs. Nlark Earheart and H.B. Fields officiated the ceremony. Music was provided by the Graves County High School
String Quartet of Mayfield.
The bride is the daughter of David and Mary Collins of
Mayfield. The groom is the son of Thomas and Debora Simmons of Golconda. 111. .
. The bride chose Mrs. Emily Brown of Louisville as her
matron of honor. Miss Susan Collins of Mayfield was her
maid of honor. A bridesmaid was Miss Mary Alexia Wells of
Princeton. The flower girl was Tiffany Rogers, daughter of
Monty and Angie Rogers of Mayfield.
The groom chose Jordan Bird of St. Louis, Mo. as his best
man. Groomsmen were Ryan Oxford and Stephen Simmons.
both of Golconda.
Ushers were Thomas Simmons of Metropolis. III., and Seth
Simmons of Golconda.
A reception followed at Goshen United Nlethodist Church
Family Life Center in Murray. Servers were Kelly Simmons
of Metropolis. Melissa Goin of Dahlgren. III.. Rebecca Downey
and Erin MeCallon. Isiah of Kirksey. and Angie and Monty
Rogers of Mayfield.
The bride is a ;007 graduate of Graves County High School
in May field. and a 2010 graduate of Murray State University
with a Bachelors of Science in Conununication Disorders. She
is attending Murray State University in the Masters of Science
in Speech Language Pathology prograin. She is employed by
Murray State University.
The groom is a 2004 graduate of Pope County Community High School in Golconda. anti a 2009 graduate of Murray
State University with a Bachelors of Arts in History.. He is
employed by. McCracken County School District in Paducah.
The couple reside in Nlaylield.

Plants to Pot', 4 Cotors

.Clorisinista Red, %Shit, Pink, anti %Nelda

All money must accompany orders unless for
a business or a church. They wiH be invoiced.
Orders due in to the Estension Office or Id Judy Stahkr by Not ISfth.
Malin can be picked up or will he delivered on December 2nd and ird at the
First I mod tlethodt,t Church Faith's life Center. outh 5tlf St
To place orders hy phone contact the Callimay County Extension Office
at 753-1152 primly Stahler at 753-7387 and %iota Voods 753-4293.

has toured with the Bill Gaither
Trio anei Gaither Vocal Band
since 1989.
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MWC Clubhouse
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Gallery Hop features eight
separate locations Friday

Special to the Ledger
most locations. Gear Up Cycles
ocal arts organiz.ations and will follow the
same route,
businesses are teaming up on departing as
a group of cyclists
Friday from 6-8:30 p.m. from from their
storefront location on
Trolley/Bike Gallery Hop. The 15th Street
and stopping at each
tour will feature eight exhibi- exhibition
location allowing
tions in eight locations and there approximat
ely 20 to 30 minutes.
will he no admission or trolley'
Participating locations that
fees.
will have art on exhibit:
Begin your hop at any point
• Murray Art Guild: Stacey
on the niap. The trolley will Reason.
Submerse Immersion,
travel to each site on a continual BFA Exhibi
tion
schedule, arriving at each spot
• Red Bug On Third:
in increments of approximately Kentucky
Crafted Goods
20 minutes. You may board the
• Gallery 109 & Jennifer
trolley: as many times and at as Fairbanks:
Recent
Work,
many stops as you desire. There Jennifer
Fairbanks
will be light refreshments at
• Clara M Eagle Gallery.

sixth floor of Murray State
University's Price Doyle Fine
Arts Building: Cina Catz and
Mama Brauner
• Foyer Gallery next to the
Eagle Main Gallery: Olivia
Ciummo
• Upper Gallery. seventh
floor Fine Arts Bldg, MSU:
Lindsey Griffith. In Between,
BFA Exhibition
• Curris Center Gallery. first
Floor:
Kristen
Miller.
"Plucked,- BFA Exhibition
• Fidalgo Bay: Rick Nance.
"Recent Illustrations"

Arts in the Ri

tcoian•rigulGtieut s(w
tTat rtu:
sprt M
dfiaionrygm)z1
Performing Arts Hall in
Doyle Fine Arts Center

▪ David Allan Coe wit
at 7 30 tonight (Thin"
Paducah's Carson Cei
tickets, visit www.theca
ter.org or call (270) 444

• Murray State Uni
Cinema International fill
presents the 2009 Japar
"Zen" at 7:30 p.m. TI
through Saturday in th
Center Theater.

• A lecture will be g
artists Marna Brauner ar
Katz at 5 p.m Friday
Clara M Eagle Art Geller
sixth floor of the PricE
Fine .Arts Center in cor
with the opening of their
lion, "Anticipation, Dig
Hole: Excavating a Whol

GI
COLD%

$41

St
HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
COWBOY CABARET: Pictured are the
children featured in Playhouse in the
Park's Just
Kiddin' Cowboy Cabaret. In the back row
are, from left, Anna Cate Brown, Mallory
Wooldridge,
Wendy Waltrip and Abigail Seargent. In front
are Tommy Miles, Lily Vanover and Skyla
r Swalls.
The event will be held on the Playhouse
deck at 7 p.m. Saturday and at 2:30 p.m.
Sunday.
Come enjoy some old cowboy favorites
as several families from Playhouse perfo
rm songs,
dances, and maybe a joke or two. Ticke
ts are $5 each and available at the perfo
rmances or
by calling the theatre at 759-1752. The
ticket price includes a homemade desse
rt.

BLUE

MAN

GROUP

Pot
A

Mond

NOVEMBER
JUST ADDED!
CA
RS
ON CENTER
100 Kentucky Avenue Kowa
Paducah, KY 270.450.4444
www.thecarsoncenter.org
i
.444114•1101.1•441.1.4.111141141.
.
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Arts in the Region
• Guest artist Mingzh.e Wang.
clarinet, will pertorm at 7:30
tonight (Thursday) at the
Performing Arts Hall in tne Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
• David Allan Coe will perform
at 7.30 tonight (Thursday) at
Paducah's Carson Center. For
tickets, visit www.thecarsoncenter.org or call (270) 444-0065.
• Murray State University's
Cinema International film series
presents the 2009 Japanese film
"Zen- at 7:30 p.m. Thursday
through Saturday in the Curris
Center Theater.
• A lecture will be given by
artists Marna Brauner and Cima
Katz at 5 p.m. Friday in the
Clam M Eagie Art Gallery on the
sixth floor of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center in connection
with the opening of their exhibition, "Anticipation, Digging a
Hole: Excavating a Whole." The

opening reception will be 6-8
p m in the main gallery Olivia
Clummo's exhibit, "Suggestions
of Reflections, Between and
Amongst," will open the same
day and the reception will be 6-8
p.m. in the foyer gallery.

Audttonum
• Guest guitarist David
Asbury will perform at 7 30 p m
Friday, Oct. 29 Performing Arts
Hall in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center

• The Quad State String
Festival will be held at 5 p.m.
Friday in L.ovett Auditonurilett
Auditonum
• "The Diary of Anne Frank"
will be performed at Paducah's
Carson Center at 7 p.m.
Monday. For tickets, visit
www.thecarsoncenter.org or call
;270) 444-0065.
• The MSU Department of
Music presents the annual
Octubafest
at
7 30
pm
Tuesday
• There will be an MSU
Orchestra concert at 7:30 p.m
Thursday, Oct. 28. in Lovett

• The Paducah School of Art
will host f;,culty exhibition at
West Kentacky Community and
Tqchnir',1 College's Clemens
Fine Arts Center through
Friday, Oct. 29
• The Kerineth Weedrnan
Sculpture exhibit runs at the
Janice Mason Art Museum in
downtown Cadiz through Nov.
28. The museum is open
Tuesday through Saturday from
10 a.m to 4 p.m. and Sundays
from 1-4 p m.
To add an event to the arts
calendar. contact Hawkins
Teague
at
753-1916
or
hteague@murrayledgercom.

GOSPEL MEETING
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
8467 St. Route 121 North •(270)489-221
9

October 24-28, 2010
Randall Evans
Cadiz, Kentucky
SERVICE SCFIEDULE

edger 8. Times
Park's Just
Nooldridge,
:ylar Swells.
m. Sunday
orm songs,
rmances or

Sunday Bible Study - 9:30 a.m.
Worship - 10:15 a.m.
Potluck Following Morning Service
Everyone Welcome!
Afternoon Service - 1:30 tr.
Monday-Thursday Service at 7:00
p.m.
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Members of the Murray soccer team hold the First Region championship trophy high afte
night at Heath. The Lady Tigers had tailen to Marshall twice during the regular season and
won their revenge and a right to continue their season.

LADY TIGERS END MARSHALL'S 15-YEAR REIG
By MKT MARTIN
This Week
Assistant Sports Editor
WEST PADUCAH,Ky. — In a lateFirst Region Tournament
summer practice, prior to the start of the
(at Heath)
school year, Mickey McCuiston asked
Monday
Murray 3. Heat, 0
his soon-to-be junior forward Jaclin
Co
9,
Lope
Oak 0
Marshall
Patterson for a favor.
Wednesday
"Bring Hannah McAllister to pracMurray 2. Marshal Co. 1
tice, tell her I want to talk with her,"
deciding goal, but maybe the most
McCuiston recalled.
McCuiston, who had been a long- important score came in stoppage time
ti:ne suitor of McAllister's talents and of the first half.
Having seen the Lady Marshals
their transition to the pitch, finally persuaded the senior forward, who had not three times already this season,
played soccer since eighth grade, to McCuiston stressed to his team the
importance of getting the first goal and
give it one more shot.
That conversation three months ago being able to settle into their style of
between McCuiston and McAllister play.
In all three of the previous
changed the landscape of First Region
soccer Wednesday night. when matchups, Murray High found themMcAllister found herself on the scoring selves playing from behind, leading to
end of what would serve as the deciding three losses.
After what looked like a first half
goal in the Lady Tigers' first-ever First
Region title — knocking off Marshall destined for a 0-0 score at the half,
County and their quest for a 16th- Murray High sophomore Kayla Verburg
took a direct kick in stoppage time from
straight regional championship, 2-1.
"I got a good pass' from Taylor 30 yards out, and buried it in the back of
said. the Marshall County net to give the
McAllister
(Richerson),"
"Usually, I'm used for getting kicks Lady Tigers the 1-0 halftime lead.
over the defense's head so I can run and
"I told them the importance of us
get to it using my speed. but I just ran to getting on the board first," McCuiston
the ball, kicked it before (the defense) said. "With the style of play that
took me out, and it went in."
SI See CHAMPIONS.2C
McAllister's strike was certainly the

Murray sophomore
Margaret T'vamas tor
game We.mesday ni

PREP FOOTBALL PREVIEWS

Undefeated Tigers contrast Callow
with winless Heath
the year
By RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
On paper, Friday night's game
between Murray High and Heath looks
more like a David and Goliath matchup
than a I st District showdown.
Steve Duncan knows how that story
ends, however.
"If you start looking at people's
record, then you are going to get beat,"
Duncan said."You better look at the person lining up again.it you and figure out
what it takes to beat them on the field."

,f

Friday
Heath at Murray
When: 7 30 p.m.
Where: Ty Holland Stadium
Radio. WFGS, 103.7 FM
Records: Heath 0-8 (0-3. 1-2A), Murray 8-0 (3-0,
1-2A)
Last meeting: Murray won 28-0 in 2009

Mun-ay enters Friday night's tilt as
one of only two remaining undefeated
teams in Class 2A and leads 2A in total
II See TKIERS,6C

By RICKY MA
Assistant Sports
Aside from coinciding
Calloway County's bye
perhaps the perfect time.
The Lakers, who had
of their district showdo
Oak on Oct. 8, entered th
plans of getting healthy,
major way.
By the time Callowa
Monday afternoon for
injury report had been

SPoRTs

SECTION C
e-mail: sportsemurrayledgencom

FIRST REGION
TOURNAMENT:
RRA1 2,(VA 0
)25-23. 25-22)

PIONSHIP: MURRAY 2, MARSHALL CO. 1

Boggess,
Murray
march into
title game

R.EAK•

LADY TIGERS
PULL OFF
SEMIFINAL
SURPRISE,
FINALLY GET
BEST OF CCA

RICKY MARTIN

Ledger & Times

3ion championship trophy high after a 2-0 victory over Marshall County
Wednesday
Nice during the regular season and a third time in the 2nd District champions
hip, but

I 'S 15-YEAR REIGN, AVENGE I HREE LOSSES

ek
imament

By TOMMY ORLAND
Sports Editor
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. —
Few coaches have had more success in the First Region tournament than Clare Boggess.
In fact, the regional has been
Boggess' own personal stomping ground over the pa.st two
years as her Marshall County
teams won back-to-back titles in
2008 and 2009.
But would she be able to
reverse the tournament fortunes
of Murray in her first season at
the helm of a program which
hadn't won a game in the regional since 2005?
The answer was a resounding
'yes. on Wednesday as the Lady.
Tigers vanquished the same
Community Chnstian squad that
knocked them out of the Ail 'A'
Classic earlier this season with a
straight-set semifinal victory
that propelled them into
tonight's First Region title game.
What, exactly, is Boggess'
secret?
"You have to believe," she
said after her squad's 25-23 and
25-22 victories over a program
that had become their nemesis
over the past two seasons.
"That's such a huge word."
Perhaps no word is more fitting for the Lady Tigers' season
thus far, which has been overshadowed, at least for Boggess.
by the passing of her mother in
September.
Prior to that, the coach had
been splitting time between
Murray and Illinois, missing
several practices and valuable
time that could have been spent
molding a squad full of proven
athletes, but inexpenenced volleyball players.
•See

VOLLEYBALL,2C

Next Week
First Region Tournament
(at Marshall Co.)

aybe the most
stoppage time

Monday
Murray 2, Hickman Co 0 (25-9, 25-19)
Community Christian 2 Paducah
Tilghman 1 (19-25. 25-19 26-24)
Tuesday
Lone Oak 2. Baaard Memorial 1 (25-6.
29-31, 25-14)
Marshall Co 2, Fulton City 0 (25-6, 2511)
Wednesday
Murray 2. Community Chnstran 0(2523. 25-22)
Lone Oak 2. Marshall Co 1 (25-14. 2527. 25-18)
Thursday
Murray vs Lone Oak, 6 p m
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Murray sophomore Taylor Richerson battles Marshall County's
Margaret riomas for this ball during the First Region championship
game We..atesday night.
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Calloway set for 'game of
the year' at Hopkins Central
By RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
Aside from coinciding with fall break.
Calloway County's bye week came at
perhaps the perfect time.
The Lakers, who had 13 players out
of their district showdown against Lone
Oak on Oct. 8, entered the bye week with
plans of getting healthy. and did so in a

TOMMY DILLARD

Friday
Calloway Co. at
Hopkins Co. Central
When: 7 ,
3
Where: Stow,
Radio: ‘,4AAJ 89 7 FPA
Records. CC 2-6 t0-1 1-4A) HCC 2-6 (0-1 1-4A)
Last meeting: Hopkins Co Central won 22-14 in
2009

MajOT
By the time Calloway took the field
Monday afternoon for practice. their
injury rejx)rt had been whittled down

from 13 to just three players — junior
Dannis Seay. senior Gabriel Manin and
•See

LAKERS, 2C

Ledger &
Times

Murray players Amanda
Winchester (foreground
left), Shelby Crouch (background lett), Chelsea Hill
(background right) and
Catherine Ciaywell celebrate their straight-set First
Region semifinal victory
over Community Christian
Wednesday
night
at
Marshall County.
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•Volleyball
From Page 1C
But ill, ads ersity made
Wednesday s ss in es en more
special tor Boggess.
"My mom was the driving
birce in who I am as a person,"
she said. "When we went up and
cleaned out her house. I noticed
how many (lungs she had with
the word 'belies e• on them.
Thai's what I tried to get these
girls to do. They earned a spot
and they desersed to be here as
mucT as anyone else."
Nina:1y established firm control of both sets against CCA,
but the Lady Wai-riors inched
their way back into both, allowing for dramatic final points in
front of a capacity crowd at
Marshall County's auxiliary
gy nithisium.
In the first set. the Lady
Tigers broke a 23-23 tie when
CCA was whistled for stepping
oser the center line. awarding
Murray a 24-23 lead.
The black and gold took full
advantage. winning the next
point on a Lady. Warrior error to
take an all-important I -0 lead.
There was no let-up in the
second set as Murray jumped out
to all early. 8-4 lead and stretched
it to a commanding 17-10 mar-

Stimu-tight

gin.
"A lot ot times when we win
the first set. we relax a little bit.said senior setter Lauren
Dieleman. who notched 15
assists. "Tonight. our mental
focus was there the svhole time.
We knew they were a good team
that was capable of coming
back."
A comeback is exactly what
CCA launched, scoring four
consecutive points to cut the
lead to two at 23-21.
Murray
squashed
the
momentum, however. when
Dieleman pushed her squad to
within one point of victory on a
perfectly -placed ball into noman's land at the back of CCA's
defense.
The Lady Warrio-s responded

with their 22nd point, hut would
get no closer..is they were whistled for four hits on the ensuing
point. igniting a triumphant
Murray celebration.
"I've been playing too long,
and I wasn't ready for it to be
over." said Dieleman. who
admitted thinking about the possibility of Wednesday's match
being her last. "That was definitely my moils anon tonight."
With the win. Mun-ay finally
got the best of CCA. which had
defeated them in two out of three
matches this year. including in
the First Region All '.A' championship back in August.
The Lady Warriors were also
the team to end the Lady Tigers'
postseason in the first round of
last year's regional.

On Monday. Murray made
quick work of 1st District champion Hickman County in the first
round. but the rematch with
CCA loomed as the game that
the Lady Tigers would ultimately use to measure their progress
"We knew we could beat
them because we had done it
before... said Dieleman. -AN'e
know their personnel and how
they play, we just had to comt
out and
our game.In addition to the usual strong
etton at the net from junto!
standout Catherine Claywell, the
Lady Tigers also got timely play
at the net from Shelby Crouch
and Chelsea Hill and a strong
defensive game from Amanda
Winchester. who turned in eight
digs.

From Page 1 C
Marshail has, it's verv difficult
to get any rhythm, and I told
them as long as they could get
the first one, be it in the first two
minutes or the final two minutes,
then we would be just fine.
"Being able to relax and play
our type of game and us setting
the pace for a change was the
big,gest difference.-

The Insurance Center ot N 1 urras
Business•Home•Car•Health•Life
"ionr.tin, than one rompaity exertg."'
1300 JohnSon

David King

Man_-140

One week trial for the first 25 customers.
Call now to set up your FREE trial!
REVECE BODY FAT AND BOOST METABOLISM! NIR light
stimulates the mitochondria (the power source of the cells) to produce
niore ,ATP (mem curreney of the cells), therefore, increasing the
amount of calories burned and reducing body fat 2x-4x times as fast as
exercise alone as well as increasing metabolism.
REDUCE CELLULITE!C'ellulite is a product of trapped fat and toxins due to a poor circulatory system and visible by weakened connective
tissue. Through the above processes, cellulite is reduced and surrounding tissue is rebuilt to produce a more firm dimple free sithi tone.

Work out tnyour
ovvn private room'

REJUVENATE SKIN! DNA Synthesis of fibroblasts which affects the elasticity of skin can
increase five-fold. The result is a younger more beautiful skin.
DETOXIFY' THE BODY! Increased blood circulation stimulates the sweat glands, releasing
built-up toxins and waste. Sweat ts the only way to remove certain carcinogenic PCBs. dioxins,
phthalates. and volatiie organic hydrocarbons.

808 Chestnut Street, Murray • 761-3737

* Favorqd 1St in OVC
* Ranked 31st in nation by Lindy's Magazine.
* Return 6' players from last years 31 win and 2nd round NCAA team
* 16 Home Games in the CFSB Center
Center Chair

$212.00 ,

the Lady tvlarshals.
Marshall senior Margaret
Thomas did her part in attempting to spark a comeback. scoring
with five minutes left in the
match, but the momentum was
still Murray's to lose. and the
Lady Tigers held otT Marshall's
attack for the win.
"It's like I'm one of the kids.
I'm so excited that we won.McCuision said. "They have
worked so hard and this young
group that I have is tremendous
and committed. They have
always worked hard and they
deserve to win."
McCuiston said his squad's
first three meetings with
Marshall County this season
were not up to par with how
capable he knew his team was of
competing. and that the fact his
team won w•hen it counted most.
made it that much sweeter.
"We felt like we beat ourselves every time we played
them this year," he said.
"Whether it was a little mental
mistake here or a bad bounce
there. But tonight, our girls
played a full 80 minutes from
beginning tc end, arid we came
out on top."
Junior Megg Hudson, who
was named First Region tournament Most Valuable Playei,
echoed her coach's sentiments.
"We are just glad to finally
get a win when it finally mattered against them," Hudson
said. "Finally, the time we beat
them is the best time arid when it
mattered most."
As the Lady Tigers left
Murray High to board the bus
for Heath, athletic director
David Fields watched each playor leave, then looked back at
McCuiston and said they
appeared to be pretty loose.
McCuiston's reply was a simple,"Yeah, I think they. are going
to be fine."We knew this could be our
last game," Hudson said. "So it
was either put it all out there or
just go home. We were ready
and we didn't have that mental
block this time. We were mentally ready for this game and we
showed it.Fine indeed.

ADJUST

AdvertiSerS are rec
KHSAA Sports
Boys Soccer
First Region Tournament
at Marshall Co.
Today

New York 1Pettine 11-3) al Texas
12-9i 7 07 p m it necessary

2010 Postseason Baseball Glance
All runes CDT
LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
American League
New 'ion, 6.F
Trkla
raxasY.5°c1. 15
Saturdsy, Oct. 16

Tuesday, Oct 19
Texas 10 New York 3

Wednesday, Oct. 20
New York 7 Texas 2 Texas leads
series 3-2
Friday, Oct. 22
New York (Hughes 18-8) at Texas
(Lewis 12-13). 7 07 p m
Saturday. Oct. 23

From Page IC
junior Cole Troupe.
For Troupe. the off week
wouldn't heal his season-ending
torn ACL, but for everyone else,
the week offered a chance to see
a nearly-full arsenal by the
Lakers' Friday night matchup
with Hopkins C'ounty Central.
"Obviously, you want to be
as fully loaded as possible down
the stretch.- Calloway County
head coach Josh McKee! said.
"You want as many good players as you can back out there,
and we got much closer to that
last week.
"The ability to refresh our
batteries, take a little break and
get away from it all for a little
bit will hopefully help us regain
that motivation. and we understand that we have to finish the
season strong."
In order to do so, however
the Lakers must do what they
have done twice already this
season — jump on a bus and
make their way ea.st.
Unlike their other two road
games across the lakes. however, waiting for Calloway this
time is a district opponent hungry to steal a first-round home
piayoff game.
The way the standings are
right now. the winner ot
Friday's matchup between the
Lakers and Storm would host
Russell C.ounty in the first
round of the Class 4A state tournament in three weeks. The
loser will hit the road. most
likely making their way to
Franklin for a showdown with
Franklin-Simpson.
"This is the biggest game of
the year for us," IsicKeel said.
"We have to understand what's
at stake for us.
"To get an opporutiny to play
on our field again. and avoid
that three-hour bus ride. and
just give this senior class anoth-

City Council

$106.00

Owner/Operator CDM Construction
for 30+ years

416

er chance to play at Jack D.
Rose Stadium is tremendous.
There's a lot at stake, aside
from the fact of it being another
football game."
The Storm will throw a similar offensive look as Hart
County Calloway's way Friday
night, running the ball primarily
out of the spread look.
Hopkins County Central has
a two-quarterback platoon of
sorts as well, basing their
offense off of starting signal
caller Lucas Crawley.
Crawley. who has rushed for
over 1,000 yards and thrown for
over 800 this season, occasionally gives way to senior Jessie
Almon.
Almon is more a prototypical. drop-back passer, and led
the Storm to their only two
touchdowns in their 47-12 loss
to Lone Oak.
"They are a little bit different
system when Almon comes in,"
McKeel said. "With Crawley
they are going to run the football and try to use the povver
game, and Almon is a better
passer. So we cenainly. have to
be ready to defend and stop
both styles of play."
Defensiveiy, the hard-hitting
Storm bring pressure from multiple areas of the field, disguised in several different
looks, something McKeel hopes
his young Laker offense can
handle.
In preparation, Calloway has
gone back to the fundamentals
and basics as of late, and will
need to do the same Friday
night.
Using practice time during
their off week to focus on tackling and ball security, McKeel
stressed the importance of both
if his Lakers want to win Friday
night. but talked mostly about
his team's need to win every
battle up front Fnday night.
"We are going to have to
dominate the line of scrimmage.- he said. "We have to
stop the run and we have to run
the ball. That's as basic as you
get when you talk about football, and that's what we have to
do.
"If we do that. then we will
all be happy Friday night."
Both Martin and Seay are
hopeful for Friday night. but
may not sec game action for at
least another week.
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MSU Faculty/Staff Reserved
Bleachers
$02.00
(Limit 2 per employee)
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Child Reserved Bleachers

septic tanks,
build driveways
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$90.00—
(age 3-18)
The season tiCket prices above do not reflect
the required Racer Club Membership

Tickets: 2704094000,GoRacers.com and Ticketmaster.com
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Sunday, Oct. 24
San Francisco (Cain 1 3-11) at
Philadelphia (Hamels 12-11), 6:57 p m
II necessary

Ahart's Gravel & Sand I
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Wednesday, Oct. 20
San Francisco 6 Philadelphia 5 San
Ffancisco leads senes 3-1
Thursday, Oct. 21
Philadelphia (Halladay 21-10) al San
Francisco iLincecum 16-10) 6 57 p m
Sat irday, Oct. 23
San Francisco ISanchez 13-9) at
Philadelphia (Oswalt 13-13), 3.57 p m
or 6 5-, p m
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Tuesday, Oct. 19
San Francisco 3, Philadelphia 0
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II Lakers

Charlie ilicKenney

ti90.00

eror Murray Ledge

National League
Saturday. Oct. 16
Sunday. Oct. 17

M5U Faculty/Staff CerrterChair

$1•50.00
M5U Faculty/Staff Corner.Chair

the first inserion rit

San Francisco 4 Philadelphia 3

Vote

(Limit 2 per employee)

Bird.•270-7534355

SCOREBOARD

Monday, Oct. 18

5POOKTACULAK A<
5FECIAL

www.stimulight.not

Sirup:wed

Texas 8 Nexx YOrit 0

With both teams exchanging
blows throughout the early minutes of the sei:ond half. it was the
Murray High defense that held
strong, limiting the LadY
Marshals to just two shots on
goal during the second frame,
After the McAllister goal at
the I 7-minute Auk, Murray
simply needed strong defense
and a running clock to finish otT

sayco

1011Cd502AIE

Texas 7 New York 2

•Champions

Murray Ledger

*, Pickup
orA7t
delivery
aiWa'evai"
n
tin

t

mio,4,4A

Hours: Monday-Friday 7 a.m.-4 p.m.

2315 HOPKINS ROAD • ALMO, KY

Notice

GET THIS IX
AD FOR ONL
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-I91i

acaLweasmasa.4.4I
.ww. ....kr liel leiri.

It

McCarty
murray
city
COSMO!
Pwd ior
Imo, Ufa,It

• .• ••__•_• ••

SYA PTTED

YOUlt
VOTE POE
PV A

Paid for by
Michael D. Conte;

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion ot
their ad for any error
Murray Ledger &
Times will
respon.
sible for only one
incorrect insertion

Any error should be
reported irnmechatelio
so corrections can

be made.
VENNI'.1.1
I'r14 IF f/Av
L,ti,,tt

I
7514,132 • 29.1-1134S

PERSIAN RUGS
& PAINTED •
• FURNITURE
SALE
Oct. 21;11h 9arti-.5pm
•17.11ct. 30th 10arr1-4pm
Oipt•Iviorray
• Post Otftce
2D1 SAth St.
Mw ray Leciger 8
Times considers
sources reliable. bu
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using trio
information do so a
their own risk. Atthougt
persons and compa
nies mentioned hereir
are believed to be rep
utable. The Morra
Ledger & Times. ao
any of Is empioyeet
accept any responsibil
ay whatsoever for thei
activities

PUMPKINS
•Jack-O-Lantem
•cindreRa
r•Small Sugar (Pie)
ifirliniature •Whtte
Wrigtt Farms
2241 JoneS

Sparknian Rd
(270)753-6835
(270)227-2289
050
Lost and Found
JUST give us a call,
we II be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916
liste Wanted
PAINTERS Needei
Experienced
Depenciante. 270-221
0505
WEST
Surgical

Kentucli

seekm
ARNF & CMA tor bw.
is

otfice. Send resum
with references I
WKS. 300 S 8th SI
Suite 401E, Murray, K
42071

Times
Murrav 1.edger & Times

hursday. Ociober 21.2010• 3c

CLASSIFIEDS

rrti
it,
ADJUSTMENTS
:1,

ee

,,r rr.e,r-

ad,

eror Murray Ledger & Times vn; be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error Should be reported rmmediately so corrections car
be Too:

0
5 San

(DO
020
025
030
040
350
050
070
100
110
120
130
t 40
160
t 55
160
165
160

INDEX

Legal tionce
Notice
Prwsonals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
lielp Wanted
Poution Wanted
Donsesta Criikkere
Business Opportunity
Electrorms
Computers
Appkance Parts
Want To Buy
ArticHs For Sete
Appbances
Horne Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn Garden

196
195
200
210
2

260
270
290
285
300
320
130
360
370
380
390
410
425

Fenn Equopmerd
Heavy Equipment
Sport• Enumment
Firewood
Musrcat
Mobdie Horne Lots For Saw
Mobile Homes For UN
Mobile Hornes For Rent
Mobile Home Ls•s For Rent
Businese Reiramle
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Pent
Houus For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets 8 Supplies
Livestock Scanlan
Public Sate
Land 'or Pent or Lea.

classIfiedgemurrayledger.com
_,..-7'
7777-6
430 Real Emil.
435 Lake Propriety
440 Lola For Salo
445 Lots For ROM
450 Farms For Sate
456 Acreage
460 Homes For Saw
470 MMorcycles ATS s
4193 Auto Pons
485 Sport Utikly Vehicles
490 :Med Cars
496 Vans
500 U.° Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats 8 Motors
S30 Seir ices Offered
560 Frew Column
57u Tobacco 8 Supplies

-..... CLASSIFIED AD RATES _.....

DEADLINES

SS.50 Column Inch, e0', Discount 2nd Run,
40': Discount 3rd Run.
.-1/I I Ad,"cli,, R:o: lVIthiri b Dui' Pcr-10,1
S3.35 per column Ili, h extra tor SriPndaS 'Shopping Ctilisiei
I INII.'Ai

s

S8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $ 12 per word per day.
$115 extra for Smart Saver(Mon ClasH tieds go into Smart Saver)
The potoisn, mal.,ta,n5 .n.,-- •.qht to reiect c,,,edt,
,y subm.tteci matter
I'LAt_L 1 .-'1.. li L1251.5.L.' .'...‘11...,11 L',11._1. Al'I'LL'LL,; ,.,:,
1111 Wk 1,31.1.1: Al N.S.2 k NI KA cal.w.“ ,r-

Monday
Smart Stlef
Tuesday
Wednesday

Non.10 am
Ika 12 p.m,

Thursday

*Chill

Fn.10 a.m.
FI1.10a.m.

Friday

Tbur.10un.
p.m.

Sated)

Th1112

-a
.
at San
57 p m

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley
Morris or Carrie Stephenson
or stop by our office at 1001.Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

at
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GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
••••••.'

1st. 2nd. ana 3rd shifts

Mena •

mcCarty:
Murray
City
COuncil
Paul tor ht.
Alt.Cart%
• •
•

•

C. A
Jones
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following positions for a temporary
assignment:
Positions available on

Customer
Service
Representative
Data Entry Clerk
Please submit your
resurne to
careers chuckiones.net
V
isi
t
WWW chuckiones net
for
complete
job
descriptions
If hired applicants must
pass a background
check and drug screen

•
•

INA ilirTED
YOUR
VOTE POR
PV.211
Paid for by
Michael D. Conley
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Trines will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion
Any error should be
reported in-imecliately
so corrections can
be made.
1'1 Vs.1,
‘114..r.
1'111 II dr

.
.
_ 7544132 -1.93.0348

PERSIAN RUGS
& PAINTED '
• FURNITURE
SALE
Oct. 29fti 9arti-6pre
Oct 30th 10ani-iitpr
• Olrit MtIrray.
• Post(Vice
201 S .4th St,
HE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
5ources reliable, but
.naccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
nformation do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of Is employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
PUMPKINS
•J,ick 0-Lantern
•Ciridrella
•Small Sugar (Pie)
•Miniature •White
Wright Farms
2241 Jones
Sperfunan Rd
(270)753-6835
(270)227-2289
050
Lost and Found
JUST give us a can,
we II be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we aft have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

ys
PAINTERS Needed
Experienced
Dependable. 270-226(1505
WEST
Kentucky
Surgical is seeking
ARNP & CMA for busy
office. Send resume
with references to
WKS. 300 S 8th St .
Suite 401E. Murray, KY
42071

COMMUNITY Options,
Inc . national non-profit
dedicated to emrxmenng
indikiduals w developmental disabilities is currently
seeking
'ommunity Support Staff
in Benton. KY FT & PT
opportunities available!
Responsibilities include
vs.:name w daily its mg
skills & the development
of independent communitv liking. administenng
medication and complete
the applopriate documentation. and accompanying
individual to & from
appointments activities
S diploma GED. a
valid Driver's License w
a good dnving record and
a clean background are a
must! EOE Please submit
resume
to:
Carla Spencerra comop or
g or fax to: 270-90622X.i

'
Rusin's*
Opportunity

ADVERTISING SALES

DO you love worldng
with Ws
,
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for youl Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at
Wee Care
109 S 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person atter 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

PECO
Accepting
resumes
All sales cai-eers
& other pOsitions
Send to
PO. Box 363
Murray'-KY
42071
TUMBLEWEED is hiring for all positions &
shifts. Apply in person
at 807 Walmart Dr.
SERVICE Clerk sought
by John Deere dealership to work in OUf
growing service department Qualified applicants must have a positive attitude, ability to
work with others. and
customer service skills.
We offer competitive
pay. and a complete
employee benefit package. Send resumes to
recruiting hutsoninc.c
om. We are an equal
opportunity employer,

12411:160ORS '

The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resutnes for the position of
Advertising
Sales
Representative.
R.esponsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new'accounts in
Murray and surmunding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising, Marketing, or Public Relationsl
preferred, but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales experience.

48in cut Snapper ZTR
mower.
Vanguard
Commercial
Power.
Briggs 8 Stratton 21hp.
239/hours.
$3,000.
270-753-1441

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
NIurray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

My`

Youngblood Excavating/Contracting 15 seeking
bids for the Massac Creek Sewer contract
B&C by MBE and DBE
Subcontractors & material suppliers for these
projects. Plans & specifications are available
at HDR Enginaenng and on file at Paducah
McCracken Jornt Sewer Agency,62S Northview
Street, Paducah, KY.42001.This project bids
, On October 26th, 2010.For consideration bids
must be emailed or faxed in to YEC no later
than Oct.22nd 2010 at 4:00pm to Contact
below
Mike Walker
Chief Estimator
270-247-1400 Office Phoile
270-247-1488 Offic.e fax
Mike@youngbloodexcavating.ccif.

NOTICE OF
APPRENTICESHIP OPPORTUNITY
The Paducah Electrical Joint Apprenticeship &
Training Committee will be accepting applications for apprenticeship on the first Friday of
each month benveen the hours of 8:00 a.m. &
6:00 p.m. at P.E.J.A.T.C. offices located at 2110
Shade Tree Dr. Paducah, KY 42003.
All applications will be accepted without regard
to age, race. religion, gender, or national origin.
Each applicant must meet all basic requirements to be eligible for interview. Flequirements
are: 17 years of age (18 at time indenturei. Mgtschool graduate, GED or Associate Degree,
valid drivers license, birth certificate and proof
of one full credrt in Algebra I. Eligible applicants
must also obtain a minimum required score on
an aptitude test given by the J.A.T.C. Applicants
wili be selected for apprenticeship in crder of
the ranking received their interview session. For
more inforrnation call 270-575-9646

iizirk177,
Britthayen of Benton is currently accepting
applications for the following position.
RN afternoon shift Monday Friday
We offer competitive wages and an excellent benefit package. Must be licensed in
the State of Kentucky
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton. KY
42025 E0E/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

cSahde OUP Delerans
A TRIBUTE TO VETERAN'S DAY

November 11, 2010

S300k
270-5344241
120
Computers
MDM C3MPUTERS
Serv cerSales
Repairs, Upgrades
759.3556

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th.
Murray.

Firewood
FIREWOOD delivered
Call for prices 293'1357 or 270-559-1424
220
Musical

Buying &
old U.S. Coins,
Coliections &
Currency Silver
dollars, halves,
quarters. dimes.
gold coins. proof
sets & mints sets.
Randy Brandon
293-6999
Seeking Kubota L175
270-227-9043
150
Articles
For Sais
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great bargains. Heart of Hazel
and
Trend-NTreasures. Free gifts
for kids. Buy and
appraise coins. 21°753-4161
HP Pavillon Laptop
270-761-6424

WASHER &
dryer
(stackaole and regular)
Case tractort801
real estate lots. Will
consider trades. 7534109, 227-1546
[
1131
Appiiances

Deadline: Monday, November 8tb
at 5.40 p.m.
LEE)ER tX, TIMES
Classified Dept. 753-1916

Wito811
Pkty ay Ear

(27:49711-

4RR, CMiA, air appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.

14x64 Mobile Home, 6
lots, deep well & septic.
12x 18 screened pout
big add on. 270-4362614
2C )7 Cavalier, 16x80,
3BR, 2BA, vinyl siding,
shingle roof, like new
270-489-2525
2BR & Lot, $11,900
270-753-6012
Franklin 16x70, excellent condition, purchased new. new ALC
2BR, 2BA. 270-3288259

NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets 753-9866
310
Want To Rent
WANT TO RENT
3E3R crBA
Within cilV
Willing to pay Up
rci $1 000,mo•fent

.120
Apadinsrds For Rent

I

:111-krqurii
Britthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for a full-time
afternoon LPN position. We also offer an
excellent benefit package. Must be licensed
in the State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton. KY 42025
EOLAAE NO FHONE CALLS PLEASE
we do not discrimination on the basis of
race. color. religion.
sex. age national origin. or status as an
mdividual with a disability or protected veteran_

• ,

II I

I

r

pi!

(270) 753-1713

BEAUTIFUL
solid
wood office desk. (2.
metal office desk, filing
cabinets, water cooler,
•efrigerator.
microwave. and (2)
loveseats. 753-9038

t
Christian Childcare
Center now enrclling
ages
1-5
years
Located at 810 Whanell
by Neon Beach. Fulltime rate is 8110/wk.
Part-time
rate
is
$23/day with a 2 day
minimum.
270-767-1177

MAIpl S
Check

OAK Dining Room Set
(9 piece). $350 OBO
753-8674.

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR Apt, some utilities
paid. no pets.
$270/mo. 767-9037
1BR, price reduced,
variaus
locations.
Coleman RE 7539898.
2BR duplex. No pets.
753-0259
2BR, 2 full bath duplex.
all appliances &'washer & dryer. cable &
water
furnished.
$600/month. no pets
753-2225 or 759-1509after 5:00.
2BR, C/H/A. all appliances, large master
bedroom. deck. & lawn
maintenance Coleman
RE 270-753-9898

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Calloway Garden
E•sex Downs
Apartments
t505 Diuguid Dnve
I BR & 2BR Apes
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
6
ExL 28.1 .
.Equal opportunity

SUBSCRIBE

O

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom.
All appliances including
washer
dryer
&
$385/mo.
270-7595865, 270-293-7085

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available
Call for your
appointment
today
270-753-2905

Behind Murray Business Center

Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill,
water, trash, and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only $550/rno
You won't find a mcer
or cleaner apartreene
(270)492-8211

753-2905

oNBEAc
I

1111110 I I
A 1 Size Units • Climate Cont I
2417 Surveillance • Electricity
812 VileltiosEl Ave.

LARGE 38R apt,
newly remodeled. on
campus. C/I-1/A. VV&D
$550 water. sewage
trash furnished no
pets. 293-3710 2934600
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

WARD-ELKINS
605 E Soufh 12th St

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

Storage Paresis

I

L__

tat Fun Mo Rent Free
''OWNER Finance3BR, 2BA. beautifu
country setting on 3.5
acres $2.950 down
$495/mo 3380 Guthrie
Rd, Pans
615-397-3171

2;7-3998
LARGE
SELECTIOR
USED APPLIANCES

Double spots: $18 •(40 word limit

SAUS1C
LESSONS
Gulte.; PiarK,
LInms &
LOAfTi Any Sex*

NEW 10x14 home
addition used for entry
way, bedroom or office_
280
Insulated.
wired,
sheetrock. vinyl siding, [ IlobNe Homes For Rent
metal roof. $3.500 obo.
2BR $295.00
270-978-0984.
753-6012
RICH top soil, red gravel for sale. 210-3781, 2BR, newly remodeled
inside & out. appli559-2032.
ances, storage shed.
DIRT
Quiet. rural setting near
lake. No pets. $580
DADDY'S
includes
utilities.
TOP SlIIL
Best the room,'
Security deposit and
Cal, Terrell
references. 227-0004

753-9075
(270)227-2193

Only $12 per spot • ione person. 20 word limit i

f KELLEY'S
1

GOOD used air conditioner. stove, refrtgera
tor, electric & gas
heater, storm windows
753-4109

In Honor of
Stephen Webb Jr.
Master Sergeant
U.S. Air Force
1990-Currently Serving
We are proud of your
service to our country.
Your Family

Jonn Deere Tracto
Mod 790, 27 H.P. 4WD
with creeper gear, less
than 160 hrs. Call 270474.2759
ask
for
Glinda.

Went to Buy
Paid holidays and vacation. health and dental
plans, salary: plus commission, are ail part ot
an excellent benefit package.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
v.anted.' seetnin
on our classified,
webpage at
munayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to iobnetwork.com
By default,
Munay and local mb
listings will appear on
this website
tiowever, as a national
website, not all listing,
on the jobnetworlccom
are placed through
the Pviutray Ledger
& TillleS. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
isits listings Thank you

monsml,
1/ISA

753-38513
i
I
I
;
1
r
;
;
i
:
;

Room for rent in up
scale Gatesborough
home. Fully furnished.
Includes all utilities.
$400/mo. Must be
tighty. 417-337-3561

gargams
MURRAY

LEDGER &TIMES :
;

I Home Delivery
Local Nlail
I 3 mo..
S30.00
I 6 mo...-.$55.00 3 mo.-......-$3.5.00
6 mo.
163.00
I I yr..
SI05.00
1
.....
;First of 1(11TN

1 & 4BR Houses
Lease
&
Deposi
Required
270-753
4109

3BR. IBA north of
Murray, with garage
and
large
shop
Deposit required. 753°531.

;
;
;

Subscribe ro the

1 I 3 mo....-.....--$70-60
i i 6mo
$90.00
I I yr
$120.00

3 & 48R Houses
Available.
C/H/A.
Various
Locations
Coleman RE 270-7539898

1
1
1
;

Gather gp

Check

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
1 me.
$75.00
6 mo
$96 00
1 yr.
$145.00

Money Order

Visa

I St. Address
City
Zip

Daytime Ph
'
Mail thei coupon with pavrnent

•

a

M/C

a

Name___

State

a

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, K1" 42071
Or call i2701 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
Absolute Real Estate Ruction

4C • Thursday,(ktober 21, 2010

I

_

360
Stereo Rentals

49,61 79.81,101,111.1298133 cAm...
mmi

Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

T-Cup
Female
Poodles Registered,
$425 270-519-4472

YARD SALE
108 SOUTH 13TH
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-?
treadmili. plants, dolis.
lawn mowers. ladies
clothing. household
items. fishing boat.
motor. trotlirc -0tor
battery, 8

YARD SALE
701 EARL CT.
THURSDAY &

FARM in Coldwater
area features 68 acres
of crop ancVor pasture
land. house. stock
barn. and tobacco
barn. Land loins water
shed lake For more
information caii 270,489-2351 or 270-4892647.

33 acres southeast of
Calloway 61C of mile
road frontage. Beautiful
building sae. Prime
deenturkey hunting
$2.000 acre 978-1643_
Homes F3r Sale
1654 Ryan Ave 3BR.
2BA. Home down the
street from campus.
Newly
renovated.
1 ,1 00-sq ft. 81 2-7605398
309 Woodlawn 3BR.
2BA, new
decor.
S79.900. 474-2520.
BEAUTIFUL 3 beautiful
3 bdrs 2 ba in town
Totally remodeled Just
$129,900
Cali
270-759-8780
Campbell Realty
BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage, Custom
Brick
home
in
(inarcrest Subdivision.
Hardwood
Floors.
Formal dining. custom
cabinets. open floor
plan with lots of natural
light Approx 1800 SF
Living Cali for your
private showing 27°753-2905

FR1DAY
7:00-1:00
Pictures. Books
iss Clathes
TOo Much

=

St,'

HOUSE ana
ACREAGE. 2.5 acres.
3BR. 62'x37' half basement.
workshop
204404.
$160.000.
Racine #.270; 492-8419

To Last'

Ne* 24

r YARD SALE
FOX MEADOWS
A-22
FRIDAY 7:00-7
-a 3e. ewe.1-,
'lacer
nicosecoi-1 ten-s ca,
:over women's plus
siZe clothes.
wornen's shoes

i10-13i
computer desk
Too Much To Mention

Bedroom bonnie
RiverBe1C Estates.
SB6 Real Property
Profrssionals
293-7872

REDUCED. Priced for
quid: sale. New energy
efficient, 3BR. 2BA 2car garage. 2.240 sq.
ft. cathedral ceilings.
concrete
anveway
large lot. No oily taxes.
Lots of energy rebates.
210-3781, 559-2032.

NIGHT & DAY INSIDE

GARAGE SALE
495 FURCHES TRAIL
HWY 94W 4.5 MILES TO FURCHES TRL.
2nd HOME ON RIGHT
THURSDAY & FRIDAY

6:00pm-8:00pm
SATURDAY
6:30am-Noon

50co to 70% OFF
Free Stuff Too!
YARD SALE
1709 OLIVE ST
FRiDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-12:00

TO view all homes for
sale go to
wwv.. campbellrealli com

uniforms. china dolls

glassware, linens
curtains, household
items. sports
equipment, toys.
children s books
Lexmark pnnter. HP
scanner. lawn items
holiday glassware
clothing 8 more'
.1•4416

Murfa, I edge. Id Time. I att
114,1.1•ing Art \Mt,

74.238
ACRES
IN 7 TRACTS &
COMBINATIONS!.

510

4 DUPLEXES. 5 MOBILE HOME LOTS &
5.174 ACRES SELLING IN 5 TRACTS!

Campers
2003
Springdale 3Ort

GREAr INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY! OUTSTANDING LOCATION JUST
4 MILES FROM
MURRAY S TA FE lAVIVERS/FY EXCELLENT BUILDING LOTS' MURRAY
CITY WATER!
SEPTIC TANKS ON EACH CURRENT DLPEEX NOBLE HONE LOT,
REAL ESTATE TRACTS' TRACT l•
TRACT r .8,61, 79 &
Cardinal Ridge Lane 'is' Stick Li J:ierilS Eacs
FeaturPs kledreore, Bats
, i•
e r
,
.-dtliareJ.1 I
900 44 R0,1111fItt
U
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Services Offened

Acreage

I have two female &
one male Rat Terrier to
give away. Top breeding stock 270-7532293.

KY 42071

S160 000
270-49243419
450
arms Fs
SaiT
-I

Satisfartion guarantee

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 75.34916

4
i=
tau can count on

the
most experienced
in West Ky.

403 Dm Taylor Tratl

753-'1728

Hill Electric
Since I ql•th

24 noun SLRVKIE
Res ('0in te:
1 sensed az
all robs - bie
-.mall

753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters.
iunk & tree work. •
A-1 Lamb's
Prolessional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions. Remodeling.
Roofing. Vinyl Siding
Laminate
Floors.
Repairs. workers comp
Insured.
227-2617
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer. back hoe. and
track
hoe
work
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Maier
credit cards accepted
97B-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Bur. •

TRAVIS
ASPHA LT
Sealenating
A, Holding
111'.1 11.14.WIS

270-753-2279
• f-rOm

- Painting
• Bathrooms
Kikaens
Decks to Fencing
We-Dp R AN,
No Job To Small'
'2704734915
'V191 our websit,
tientubkyleke
remodeling.corn
.,E r rivr.rt

2004 Harley-Davidson.
Heritage Soft Tail
Classic
$14,500
37,800/miles Very well
kept 270-753-1441
490
Used Can

Houses, Patios &
Decks. Sidewalks &
Driveways, Vinyl.
Fences.& Siding "
Call Today For A .
Free Estimate'
270-562-220

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
•Flight Review
*Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
hollandmoiorsales.com
270-753-4461
2008 Nissan Versa
Sedan, 25.000 miles.
brick red. automatic.
A/C, CD player, excellent condition. $11.500.
Call 270-759-4712
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PUBLIC AUCTION

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23, 2010 AT 10:00 AM Al THE DAN
MILLER AUCTION BARN AT LYNN GROVE KY. FROM
MURRAY KY TAKE HWY 94 WEST TO LYNN GROVE TAKE
IIpli4L
1 It1:11 I %till - V[1:
HWY 893 FOLLOW TO AUCTION. FROM MAYFIELD KY
TAKE
1111-111 477
4,11. %I
I ION
HWY 80E SOUTH TO HWY 1836 TO 121 2 MILES TO HWY
UWE maws.IIWOREAW/CTICIMEEEI -in.rms. .51,24.
WPARS:W101111111A01010110111•if ••••547
..,17
, .
1836 SOUTH, FOLLOW AUCTION.
XESINETII IONA ,1111111111111111111111(11111101Weg
NEN afiumiel, ElladdIEWIleflOWEIE
•
WV,N.harrisauctiormcom
A large nice Wurtitzer electric organ, a nice 6 string gutter. a nice
5 drawer.
3aes St ih. AS Sruth • ShilBelot to, -,200(.
. • A Leader Le idled mathestng
chest matching dresser and bed side table. also nice basset 4 drawer
fr9IIS NrbilAr 1141 • l!opld•Wilt.
chest
'lbw Prolesstonal Auceoneers"
t.!2 .4k
and vanity. nice wood cabinet with drawers and doors. nice stereo
cabinet
270-247-.3AS •-.270:47% ism)• moo- 3so- 4318
with swivel top and doors, nice set of coffee and lamp tables,
other antique
tables. nice floor and table lamps. color T.V's, nice clear
sofa. nice love
seat,
like
new
big
man
electric
lift
chair
with
:
vibrator.
;
:
;!
recliner. nice upholi:
:
i=;
r --r0)7firtr
r-- 9_1-qstered chairs. large office desk and chairs, lot of nice framed pictures
under
glass, a fancy old spindle back rocker with needle point bottom.,
other fancy
sir."..iriE ..eioir-i4c-rarionisli) work, a blue eyed cat, automatic washer
ancl dryer, nice set of twin beds,
ivo MOVIAVIIMS11 NO /MS4E" • VATIONSII. other twin beds, old tredal sewing machine, wood coat rack.
2 wood magazine racks, some glass and china, pots & pan, flatware,
Saturessey, kiceverrelbar Otis Aft 113L-4X1 A.21/1pressure canner and canning pars, 60 or more glass blocks. roll top
desk. curio
"Tliar Ocraegtost Fesets/ly Farm"
cabinet. 2 wood breakfast sets, we will sell commemorative
box 1995 with
North Of Fulton, KY • Southeast bilcksr
ean
Dale Earnhardt Kellogg's Corn Flakes the original and the
From Hwy 45 At Water Valley. Take Hwy 1283 N 2.3 Co.
best 7 time
Miles
VVinston Cup champion 24oz. box. you should check this out.
To Rose Rd.,Turn Left, Proceed W 1 /2 Mile... From
We have a
Fulton
large lot of house set arounds, lot of hand and iawn tools, electric
Take Hwy 307 N 6 Miles To Rose Rd, Proceed
chain saw.
E 2.3 Miles
gas chain saw. bicycle, tools ano things, many items not listed
3120 Rase Road, Water Valley, Kentucky
auction held
rain or shine lunch available.
.
.
-11 .. .I.
in
/MICR-41M
For more information and your auction needs contact:
In 3 Tracts And In Coinbinations '
FoFt101EDIU14C1111•111E WARW. ILANI
CD
DAN MILLER (270)435-4144. DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
asP
- cscf .Srallacl Vertry 43ccaasclaltsteof
TFIACT 1 - 93 ACRE WITH 3 BEDROOM BRICK
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
HOME
TRACT 2 - 1.26 ACRES WITH
METAL SE.OP BUILDING ANO POLE BARN
TRACT 3 - 123.71 ACRES OF FARMLAND,
GRAIN BINS
FSA 118 ACRE RICKMAN COUNTY GRAIN BASE
SELLING WITH A NEW CERTIFIED SURVEY!
NO BUYERS PREMIUM!!
$500 Bonus, 1 -866800-883-0171
741w Jelaaicilliesos WWI Brea POamid, .eli it
Class-A and Class-A
Then Ccionrimunllitv ElbsallIcilinin '‘Oladi Sicessacc -I 240-3844
Flatbed Drivers
all"
MISCELLANEOUS
Waaninisr NatHew, IliCsierst wag% v
Needed! Local.
EQUIPMENT FOR
Regional and OTR
AIRLINES ARE HIRSALE
15% Donn WM A linidniurn Wpm*01 $0,0110.10 Pw Tree, Wawa
runs for Louisville and
le 30 Days
ING - Train tor high
Lexington
. KY and surpaying Aviation Career.
NEW Norwood
rounding areas. Must
FAA approved proSAWMiLLShave
2
years
recert
gram. Financial aid if
LumberMate-Pro han'7Vig' AUCTIONEER & REAL:ESTATE BROKER
driving experience.
qualified - Job placedies logs 34'' diameter,
, FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466
ment assistance. CALL Call Monday-Friday
mills boards 28" wide.
' vvww ../AILIE SHCA SIf COM
R
9am-4prn 866-270Aviation Institute of
Automated quick2665
cycle-sawing increases
Maintenance 888-207www.bestdrivers.lobs
2053
efficiency up to 40%,
ANNOUNCEMENTS
www NorwoodSawmills
Driver- CDL-A. Top
ATTEND COLLEGE
.corn/300N 1-800-661DIVORCE with or wrthHometime! Solos &
ONLINE from Home.
7746
Ext
300N
out
Children
Teams Highest Team
$125.
'Medical.'Business,
HAWS WASTE
With FREE name
pay. CDL-A with 1 yr.
'Paralegal,
0 BRYAN TREE
FINANDAL
MA.INIA.GF,ME
recent
OTR req'd. 800change
'Accounti
document
ng. 'Criminal
s
& DEBRIS
942-2104 ext. 238 or
and mantel settlement
Justice. Job placement
CASH NOW! Get cash
• LocatlY pained
243 www.totalms.com
for your structured setassistance Computer
agreement. Fast and
sand operated
tlement or annuity payavailable Financial A.id
Easy. Cal! us 24hrs,'
759-1151 • 293-2783
Driver- Great Milesl No
• F ree E shrlates
ments. High payouts
quafified. Call 8667days: 1-888-789Touch Freight! No
293-27134
460-9765
Call J.G. Wentworiti
•.Lic'& Ins
0198.
forced NE NYC!
www.CenturaOnline.co
1-866-SETTLEMENT
WW.V.COLIE1DivorceServ
• 270-703-11521
6months OTR experiHamilton Granite
(1-866-738-8536).
rce.conri
270-703-4005
ence. No felony/DUI
Rated A+ by the Better
& Marble
last 5yrs. Solos wantTRUCK DRIVERS
johhny 0 Bryan
Business Bureau.
One order. One check,
ed.
New team pay
3301 St. Rt 121N.
HELP WANTED
One smart move! Save
packages! 877-740HELP WANTED
753-8087
time and money by
CALI_ NOW! BIH
6262_ www.ptlenc.com
Apt:glance
tutiu Slunlock.• 1.•+,
making one call to
Trucking Company.'
Navy Reserve is Hiring
1),,play kkosit S;Up.1
Repatr.
DRIVER TRAINEES
place a 25-word classiInternational Truck
in all fields Serve partNEEDED NOW, For
tied in 70 Kentucky
Driving School Now
time. paid training &
ALL BRANDS
COVENANT & SWIFT
Handyman Work
newspapers for only
taking Slur:rents, No
potential sign or.
No Experience needWard Elkins
CDL, No problem!
bonus. Great benefits.
$250. For more inforOdd Jobs feep,iir
ed. Train in 16 days at
STATE WIA PROMoney for school Call
mation. contact the
270-753-1714
HOrne. Auto
:
Truck America Training
GRAM if qualified, or
-800-282-1 384. 7amclassified department
Carpentry Light
Avg. lst yr. Income
Financing available.
5.30pm, Mon-Fn.
of this newspaper or
Electrical.
$38,000 Tuition
888-780-5539
call KPS 1-502-223Yards &
INSTRUCTIONAL
Financing Available
8821
Mud" More
CDL-A Drivers: Lots of
(502)955-6388 or
Sale, CDL Training
Extras! High Miles/
Nc' *deb Toe Small
(866)244-3644
BUSINESS SERstarting at $1995! WIA
Stackwa0 trwriore
Great pay, New 2011
Jacob
VICES
approved
Job
placeFreightliner Cascadias, Drivers- 100% Tuition
Hail Proof. tax Rebate,
270-978-0278
ment assistance
Paid CDL Training!
Performance bonus.
Energy Star
FREE HD FOR LIFE,
Tuition reimbursement
Start your New Career.
$500 Sign-On for
(270)227-6238
HOMETOWN •
Only on DISH
available. Accredited
No credit Check. No
flatbed. CDL-A. 6mo.
Me Last Roof You
LREE SERVICE
expenence required!
BBB Delta Career
OTR. Western
WM Ever
44
Need!
6 Network! Lowest Price
s insured Reikabl
,
in America! $24.99/mo
Gall: 888-417-7564
Academy Mt. Sterling,
Express. 888-801F. dependable
CRST Expedited
KY 859-498-9988,
for over 120 Channels,
5295
. Free Estimate,. •
werwroinCRST.com
REAL FSTVE
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www.danmillerauctioneer.com
-My Service Doesn't Cost It Pays"

Statewide
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Tree Slump Retro.
Cell 270-241 448,
41-41e

77o-437-'304 I

CHASE Futrell Lawn
Care. 8yrs exp. 293
8814
LAWN Care Service
Reasonable
rates.
starting at $15. 27°753-2405

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

(270)759-0501
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding. firewood. Insured. 4892839

Tract 2•

IasiMAR/WWCTKPMCOK FOR COPOWE

OPEN NOUSE. Thursday, October 2ist 5.30-6:30 PM
VISIT HARRISAUCTIOINS.COM FOR BORE P11010S1

•COmMercial &
'Residential
•ASpbalt Installation
& Maintenance 40 yfS expenenCe

We Finance

REAL ESTATE TRACTS: Tract 1'
- Trad 4'
' i• Tract 5'

Oaf HAMM KKOISKOI*11111111E01•TL esaoa.'Nos
r if UST,

VACANT LOTS HAVE SEPTIC TANKS - GREAT POTENTIAL FOR MORE
CUPLEXES, POTENTIAL YEARLY INCOME FOP DUPLEXE
S& LOTS IS
S43,1300.00! REAL ESTATE WILL SELL AT 6:00 PM ABSOLUTE TO
THE

7S3-1816 Z27-061

From Mayfield' lake KY-464 8 3 Mites Auction S!te From Farmington
,. ,
•
TUIC Nigh! O.: E
4,0
Signs Posted!,
GREAT LOCATION IN THE 1ARAUNGTON-G0110 Ct MIMI. N111! sit(
DRIVE TO IMAITIELD.BENT(A & HERR 11! ROAD FRON f AGI
HWY.464 & R11 ROOT FNCEI 1 )NT
11.1)1M; st rsi

1111.111111IS "1'II (11.141t1

IFIAC' 4'
TRACT 5'

L&M LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming

FLAWLESS FINISH
Pressure Washing
2005 Electra Glide
Classic, black cherry
with pearl black inserts.
fully loaded, lots of
chrome Call 270-753'1627

Saturday, October 23rd 20100 10:00 AM
Hwy. 464 & Burne Rd., Kirksey, KY 42054

11F
-17111"
1
1. 4111.

House & Acreage

16.1. RENTALS
MINTS FORAGE
7211S. 4TH ST.
tenser
s a Glendale.
110X111$25 10s1.51.40
1270) 436-252,1
4270.293-6906

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

Af3SOLUTE AUCTION

Thursday, October 28th, 2010 @ 6:00 PM

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 p*. Rt. 121S

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
enside climate control
storage
•Security alarmeo
•Sate & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Murray. Ledger & times

ROOFING Licensed
and fully insured
Adam's
Horne
Improvement
270-227-2617

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their ovvn 1-15, Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever tor their
activities

SUDOKU

Sudoku is a number-placiag pul21f,
se,ieral grven numbers The ob;eci
n the empty squares so that each .
3c3 box contains the same number
ut the Conceptis Sudoku increases

Concepts SudoKu

Dase Green

No job too small

270-293-7971
www.3crealc.com
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates Phone 4362562. 227-0267
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COMICS / FE%TURES
Measure of a man doesn't
always turn on height

Murray Ledger & Times

asking Back
Ten years ago
Published is a picture 01 Callo•vay County officials accepting
community des elopment funds
from State Rep. Buddy Buckingham and State Sen. Bob Jackson.
The Hazel Fire Department
received $50.(881 for fire equipment, the Calloway County. Eis
cal Court received $50.000 for
road projects. the Calloway County. Parks and Recreation Denaliment received $150.000 for park
improvenients. and the New Providence Fire Station received
SI50,000 for fire equipment.
Judy Overbey received jew.elry as her reward for being named
one of BeautiControls top directors.
1Nventy years ago
fix King's Sons will be the
featured singers at the homecoming at Mt. Carmel Baptist Church
The group is composed of Tony..
Gary and Randy McClure and
Roger Stubblefield.
Four area banks announced a
gift of $100,(810 to the MSU Foundation to create the "H. Glenn
Doran Endowment."
The Kentucky State Police, in
conjunction with Marshall County' Authorities. conducted a raid
at Veterans of Foreign Wars Lodge
#1084. They confiscated approximately 968 cans of beer. four kegs
of beer, 72 bottles of liquior, cash
and club records.
Thirty years ago
Murray State University Racers beat Middle Tennessee State
University. 38-6 in MSU Homecoming football game.
Recently. reponed births include
boy. to Mr. and Mrs. Mike Tune:
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Tony
Kaiser.
Gino Gibbs was named the
Ohio Valley. Conference offensive
player of the week for his 248y.ard, two-touchdown passing performance for hilurray State University. against middle Tennessee.
Phyllis Lindsey Spann. New
Hartnony. Ind., formerly' of Murray, will be the guest speaker at
an open meeting of the Zeta Depart-

mem of the !Murray. Woman's Club
on Thursday. Oct. 23.
Forty years ago
A tree, commemorating the 25th
anniversary of the founding of the
United Nations, will be planted
on the Murray. State University
campus Oct. 23 by the Murray
Rotary Club.
Murray State University Racers beat Middle Tennessee State
University. 20-0 for first win in
Ohio Valley Conference play'.
Mary Bordeaux, Martha S.
Carter. Juliet Han and lax:hie Hart
left (kt. 17 to attend the Eighth
Vi'orld Convention of Churches of
Christ in Adelaide, Australia They.
plan to make an extensive tour
of several countries after the convention.
Fifty years ago
The mercury. dropped to 20
degrees and even lower in Calloway County last night. A heavy
-killing frost" covered the county.
Arniy Sgt. First Class James
S. Stubblefield recently' was
assigned to Seventh Infantry Division of Korea.
Sugar is listed as selling for
98 cents for 10 pounds in the ad
for Parker Food Market this week.
Amy Herron. Laurie W. Ikerd.
Rezina Senter and Lalean Wiggins of Murray. State College will
attend the meeting of the Kentucky. Library Association Oct. 2729 in Owensboro.
Sixty years ago
A mass meeting will be Oct.
26 at Ivlurray High School for the
purpose of stimulating interest in
the voting on the $75.(810 bond
issue for the Murray Hospital in
the November election.
John Howard Downs. son of
Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Downs. is serv.ing with United States Nav.y at
San Diego, Calif.
First Lt. Richard H. Wilcox,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wilcox,
was recently assigned as a flight
instructor to 36I6th Pilot Training Wing, Craig Air Force Base,
Alabama.

DEAR ABBY: Regarding the
letter from "Lost in the Land of
Aloha" (Sept. It and whether short
men are considered less desitable
-- height is relative. I am 5' r"
and dated taller men, usually. 6
feet and over. because those were
the guys who just were around
and seemed to be attracted to me.
Then I met
my husband.
He's 5 feet 6
i nches
and
absolutely.
wonderful.
Before me. he
dated much
taller women.
He's
kind,
loving, showers me with
affection.
offers
me
By Abigail
understandVan Buren
ing, is a fantastic father and a complete kidmagnet. He cooks, washes dishes, does laundry, changes diapers,
and actually picks thing.s up off
the floor instead of v.acuuming
around them. I am the luckiest
woman on this planet. and I know
it.
Never pass up a short guy.
They're not short -- they're funsized! -- VERY VERN' HAPPY
WIFE IN TEXAS
DEAR WIFE: I receiv.ed a
tsunami of responses to my question, "Does height really matter'?"
And it shows there's no 'shortage" of suppon for men like "Kal"
("Aloha's" friend; and your honey
of a husband. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I are both 5 feet 6 inches.
In the past I was concerned that
we didn't lit the stereotype of the
man being taller than the woman.
but it has actually worked out
great. We can switch cars without having to adjust the seats and
mirrors. Our lips line up exactly
w.hen we kiss. I never have to
stand on my toes! On our wedding day, I wore gorgeous ballet

Dear Abby

Today In Illstory
Boston's harbor.
In 1879, Thomas Edison perfected a workable electric light at
his laboratory in Menlo Park, N.J.
In 1944. during World War II.
U.S. troops captured the German
city of Aachen (AH'-kulinl.
In 1959. the Solomon R
Guggenheim Museum. designed
by Frank Lloyd WrighL opened
tor the- public in- riewi--Yealir,
In 1950, Democrat
Kennedy. and Republican Richard
M. Nixon clashed in their fourth
and final presidential debate in New

York.
In 1967, the Israeli destroyer
INS Eilat was sunk by Egyptian
missile boats near Port Said; 47
Israeli crew members were lost.
In 1970. American agronomist
Norman Borlaug was awarded the
Nobel Peace Prize for his work
in developing high-yield grains
that entrinced the world's food
supply.
In 1971, President Richard
Nixon nominated Lewis F. Powell and William H. Rehnquist to
the U.S. Supreme Court.
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GET SACK

!"-,5 NATIONAL'
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APPARENTLY, SOME
THAT IT'LL
FRE
CUSTOMERS TffINK
i':OR A IOLE BUT
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Dr. Gott

tionai assessment and making sure
that you have had complete laboratory analysis. A vegetarian diet
is commonly a healthful one arid
far better than consuming fast foods
on a regular basis. You might
choose to speak with a dietician
at your local hospital for some
tine-tuning that will allow your
w.eight to stabilize.
You apparently are burning
more calories than you aft: consuming. A way around this is to
supplement your meals with snacks
throughout the day. Granola bars,
fruit and raw. vegetables would
be good choices. I don't know
what your breakfast consists (il,
but you might corsider making
your own cereal with
v.artety.
of nuts. cranberries, honey and
raisins. Top it with skim milk,
and have a glass of orange juice
and tea or black coffee.
There are countless way.s of
incorpoiating good foods into your
diet without packing on the pounds,
but it may take a little preparation on your part to make this
happen.
DEAR DR. GOTT: You mentioned ichthamrnol in a past column as a drawing salve but failed
to mention Peruvian balsam. aka
Balsam of Peru. My dad introduced me to this product 50 years
ago. and it works wonderfully on
slivers, stingers. etc. You might
want to check this out for y.ourself.
DEAR READER: Frankly. I
had never heard of Peruvian balsam prior to your letter but am
passing the information on so others might benefit from it. Thank
you for sharing this information.
To provide related information.
I am sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Compelling Home
Remedies.'' Other readers who
would like a copy should send a
self-addressed stamped No. 10
envelope and a $2 check or money
order payable to Newsletter and
marled to Newsletter, P.O. Box 167.
Wickliffe, OH 44092-0167. Be sure
to mention the title or print an
order form off my website. at

by Jacqueline Deer

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for fuse your thinking, you want to
resolve key matters.
Friday, Oct. 22, 2010:
This year, new possibilities GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
appear. You might want to see *** Sometimes you see a situlife from a different point of ation in a different light.
Understand what is going on.
view. Don't hold yourself back
Know what you need to do. and
in any way, shape or form. Be
stay on top of the situation. You
careful of a tendency to become like what
you see evolving in a
possessive. Become more aware meeting.
of your words and gestures CANCER (June 21-July 22)
when dealing with others. If you **** A partner confuses a
are single. you are like a mag- matter. You don't see a solution.
Taking responsibility, at times,
net. If you are attached, allow
greater give-and-take. Be aware could be unreasonable. Decide
what you want and need. LEO
of what you both bring to the
relationship. TAURUS often (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Stay in touch with your
anchors you.
feelings. Know that your creativity will peak. Understand what
The Stars Show the Kind of needs to happen. Keep reaching
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; out for others_ Look for the
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so: unusual path
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
I -Difficult
***** You could be more
creative than you have been in
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Others are chalienging, the past. Use your sense of
but you are on top of your game. humor, and allow greater giveListen to what is discussed. and-take. One-on-one relating
Remain alert. Confusion sur- allows greater give-and-take
between you and others.
rounds a situation no matter how
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
you look at it
**** Defer to others and
TAURUS (April 20-PAay 20)
** You need to listen more understand that you will need a
often and get to the bottom of a change or a new beginning.
key issue. Though others con- However, what might look like a
wonderful idea simply might not

be. Play the cynic.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You will accomplish a lot
more if you relax. Understanding
evolves if you care enough to try
another approach or see a situation differently. Be honest about
what is going on in your mind.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov_ 22-Dec.
21)
**** Let your mind rock and
rot You are full of energy and
excitement. Honor changes with
openness. If you feel that someone isn't getting your message,
let this person knowCAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Separate your domestic
and professional lives. Open up
to contusion. knowing you need
new facts. Clearly. your imagination takes you to new turf and a
new understanding.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Examine what is going
on with your life, and get past an
imrnediate issue. You are in
touch with your feelings, though
explaining them might be difficult
and
easily
misunderstood.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Stay centered and know
what you want Curb a need to
be possessive and have certain
things
tumble
your
way.
Communication increases the
later the day gets.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a
.50-ish African-American woman
with a problem most think 1 am
lucky to have. I can't stop losing
weight. My cholesterol is on the
high snle, so I can't eat most
high-calorie foods because they
ASO contain a lot of fat. 1 an
also a vegetarian, don't
like sweets
very
much.
and work out
at a gym
daily. I don't
want to put
on
much
weight. My
normal
weight
is
around
I 00
pounds, and
By
I'm mentally
Dr. Peter Gott comfortable
with that
My doctors have lixiked at the
obvious: They. hav.e checked my
thyroid and for any digestive disorders. I love food and eat a lot
of pasta with veggies sauteed in
olive oil. I also love cheese but
don't want to raise my cholesterol levels higher. Other than the
weight loss, I'm in excellent shape.
Can you give me any suggestions?
DEAR READER: There are
a number of common causes for
weight loss, but you don't appear
to fit the norm. They include malnutrition, depression. chronic diarrhea. drug use. cancer, excessive
alcohol consumption. eating disorders arid loss of appetite. One
thing that might be an issue is a
dental problem or mouth ulcers.
Should you have ill-fitting dentures or canker sores, this might
be addressed. If you faint or feel
lightheaded, sweat excessively,
have increased thirst, palpitations,
have hair loss are on laxatives
or diuretics, these issues, too, might
be considered. They may lead to
an underlying cause that your
physician has not addressed.
You might consider speaking
with your doctor regarding a nutri-

Crosswords
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PART OC DUSTINS JOB AT THE
t ELECTRONICS STORE 15 SELLING
EXTEIVED WARRANTIES.
\

Losing weight in
an obese society

Horoscope

liy The Associated Press
Today. is Thursday. Oct. 21,
the 294th day of 2010. There are
71 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 21, 1805, a British
tieet commanded by Adm. Horatio Nelson defeated a FrenchSpanish fleet in the Battle of
Trafalgar; Nelson. however. was
killed.
On this date.
In 1797, the U.S.
trgate
Constitution, also known as "Old
Ironsides," was christened in
ER Pi.ES Y ES Il_

ilats "Kal" will eventually find a
W0111:111 Om appreciates him for
the breadth of his heart and not
the length of his body.. -- SEEING FYI: TO EYE IN ILLINOIS
DEAR ABBY: les all a matter ot personal preference. I need
to think the man I'm with will
be able to protect me if need be
I don't have that feeling with a
shon guy. And it doesn't matter
how muscular he is -- it's the
height that counts in my mind. - LIKES LOOKING UP AT THE
GUY
DEAR ABBY: You bet a man
being tall makes a difference Eni
an average-sized bachelor who
works around many attractive
women. 1 get plenty of flirting
and interest. but every time I meet
one of my. co-workers' husbands,
he's a tall athletic stud. That's
just the way. it goes. -- THE SHORT
OF IT IN LONGMONT, COLO.
DEAR ABBY: This may seem
shallow. but height does matter
to me. I'm a tall woman, and
when 1 date men w.ho are shorter than I am, I feel even bigger.
It makes me uncomfortable. which
does not make for a good date
-- TALL DRINK OF VvATER IN
EUGENE. ORE.
DEAR ABBY: Aren't you aware
that ihe vast majority of females
prefer taller men? "Heightism" is
a rampant and v irulent prejudice.
Even if a guy is an 'rich or two
taller than the woman. he will be
considered too short if he isn't
taller than she is when she's wearing heels.
Women go gaga over the really tali guys. I can't count the
number of times I've heard them
brag about how tall their man
happens to be. I have never heard
a female boast. "My boyfriend's
only. 5 feet 6, but he really is all
man." -- ROLAND IN MAINE
DEAR ABBY: No matter how
tall or short you .are. the most
important thing in a relationship
cannot be measured: It's LOVE.
-- WISE ONE IN YUKON,OKLA.
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TIGER SENIOR NIGHT 2010: HEATH AT MURRAY

Cherry racking up catches
TIGERS' LEADING RECEIVER IS TOP INTERCEPTOR., TOO

t isn't always the
most glamorous
thing to be a wide
receiver
in
Murray's smashmouth
ball-control offense.
Opportunities for guys
like Cedric Cherry are
few and far between.
So Cherry has to get his
catches in on defense.

I

The senior is leading an
opportunistic Tiger defense with
four interceptions through eight
games so far this season and is
one of the anchors of a unit that
has picked off opposing quarterbacks an eye-catching 21 times.
But Cherry. his fellow
receivers and
quarterback
Kendall Deese have made the
hest of things when they have
been permitted to go to the air on
offense this year as well.
Cherry is the team's leading
receiver with four catches for
115 yards and two touchdowns.
As a result, Murray's scarce
but ultra-efficient passing attack
is one of the reasons the Tigers
are two games away from turning in their second-straight
undefeated regular season.
The Ledger & Times caught
up with Cherry recently to discuss the Tigers' season thus far.
MU': How great has this season been for you so far?
CC: I'm really glad that our
team has come together like this.
We've won every, game so far,
and I think we have a great
chance of going 10-0 like we did
last year.
MILT: Talk about your role on
defense and how you guys rely
on each other.
CC: Our job as the defensive
backs is to get deep. so I rely on
the aefensive line to get pressure
and sort of force the quarterback
into making a bad throw, so they
make it easy for us. We all rely
on each other like that.

7"-

1

' l' a wideT:rec
Beeiivnegr
in this offense.
do you have to
do a lot of dirty
work that doesn't show up in
the box scum?
CC: If I
don't block,
then the play may get tnessed up
in the backfield, and we don't
want that. It's really imponant
for us as tight ends to block. We
ail know that it's not about 'me.'
It's about the team. so I'll do
anything to help the team.
MLR How much fun are you
and the guys having right now'?
CC It's been really fun playing with all these guys, especially some of the ones I'm close to
like Bob (Fields) and Mute
(Foster) and Shickill (Davis).
This has been the most fun and
my best year yet.
IALT: Talk about catching the
ball this year. You have the same
number of catches on defense as
you do offense.
.
CC I just do what I do every
game. Don't get beat deep and
don't let anyone get outside of
me. As long as I do my job and
everyone else does too, then we
will be alright. I just try to get
my hands on everything. If I see
the ball. I go for it, and I just
want to do whatever I can to
help ttte team.
MLT: What are you seniors
doing to show the younger guys
how to be successful?
CC: We try to make them
watch us and follow us because
TOMMY DILLARD Ledger & Times
we know what we am doing. We
Murray wide receiver and defensive back Cedric
Cherry
try to make them hustle and do
the same things we do so they (25)celebrates a touchdown catch in the Tigers' Oct. 1
can pick up where we leave off. win at Reidland. Cherry is the Tigers' leading receiver on
KT: Talk about the team's offense and has a team-high four interceptions to his
name on defense. He is one of 13 Tiger seniors who
goal of playing for a state title.
will
CQ That's what we are look- be honored Friday.
ing for, that's our biggest goal,
and I think we have a 90 percent really appreciate him. and he's in retum.
made me better. Coach (Tony)
MLT:And the toug,h practices'?
chance of doing that.
CC: The practice is really
MLT: How have the coaches Boone did the same thing. I love
all
of
them.
We
have been suc- hard. but it's worth it though,
and the staff impacted you'?
CQ I love all the coaches. cessful because of them. they because we always come out
Coach (Steve) Duncan is the keep us hustling and make us with a win.
— Ricky Mani??
best head coach I've ever had. I work hard. so that's what we get
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From Page 1C
thinking they are going to win
points allowed with 56 — it.
"They aren't coming over
33 points fewer than the next
closest squad, Washington here to Murray thinking they
County, which is the only other are going to lose, they are planning on knocking us off. So we
unbeaten.
The differences between the have to be ready."
Tigers and the Pirates this seaThe major struggle for
son are plentiful, with similar Duncan and his coaching staff
uniform colors being the obvi- as they prepare for Heath lies
ous connection between the in the uncertainty of what the
two programs in different Pirates will try to do offensivestages of development.
ly against one of the state's top
The Pirates, like Murray, are defenses.
me of only two teams in 2A to
The Pirates traditionally run
have the same record, but on the spread attack. but have also
We opposite end of the spree- utilized the wildcat and wish[rum. Sitting at 0-8, Heath is bone formations as of late,
joined by Knott County looking for different ways to
Central as the only winless get the ball in the hands of
teams in 2A and have been their two premier playmakers
outscored by their opponents in juniors Javen Bell and
by a total of 178 points.
Jarrett Rice.
Duncan knows Heath has
The quarterback Bell is a
been close in several games dangerous threat in the rushing
this year. and has his team game and an efficient passer,
preparing for what he called. especially when running screen
"a very dangerous football plays to his two favorite targets
team, especially on Senior on the outside in Kyle
N ight."
Vannerson and Alex Graham.
Heath's close calls have
Bell is the teatn's leading
included losses to Calloway rusher, and has been an effecCounty, Reidland and Trigg tive pass catcher out of the
County, all of whom the Tigers backfield for Bell.
have seen this season.
"(Bell and Rice) can be
Agaisnt Calloway, the deadly," Duncan said. "We
Pirates battled throughout the aren't doing anything special
game, but were unsuccessful in for them, but we are really
what proved to be the final highlighting and talking about
scoring drive. with Calloway them for sure so we know
taking the 35-28 victory.
where they are and how to stop
A week later. Heath traveled them."
to Reidland. battling back in
As for the Senior Night festhe second half behind their tivities, Murray will say
"wildcat" formation. The farewell to 13 student-athletes
Pirates put together successive before the game, a group that
drives of eight and nine play.s, Duncan has nothing but praise
each going for scores, but for.
weren't able to keep pace with
"They have hung in there.
Jon Hedges' Greyhounds, for one. because practices are
falling 28-12.
pretty tough," Duncan said.
Three weeks after the "But they are a very good core
Reidland loss. Heath hosted unit, and there's a lot of leaderTrigg County. but costly mis- ship in the group.
takes at key times lifted the
"They come prepared and
Wildcats to the 27-20 victory.
they are a very good group.
"We have to be prepared to They are very smart footballplay hard," Duncan said. wise and have been an integral
"Heath came back against part of our team. We are going
Reidland in the second half. to miss them, but hopefully not
and they battled the whole for several more games."
game against Calloway and
Senior Night festivities
Trigg County, so this is a team begin at 6:45 at Ty Holland
that if we give them some life, Stadium with kickoff set for
they are going to be in it and the usual time of 7:30.
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CANDIDATE SURVEY
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The Chamber
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2010 City Council Candidate Survey
Candidates fisted as they appear on ballot
#1 Amos M. McCarty Jr.
#2 Sammy Jason Pittman
#3 Dan M. Miller
#4 Jane M. Shoemaker
#5 Brad Darnall
#6 Joseph "Jay" Morgan
#7 Linda Cherry
#8 Danny O. Hudspeth
1) Do you believe that the City of Murray is as business
friendly as it could be?
• jason Pittman: Murray is a business friendly place. We
have an able. educated, work force: good infrastructure, and
actively recruit business. However some of the regulations
and ordinances passed by the city are certainly not
"Business Friendly" In the time of a slowed economy we
need to be creative and set our city apart from the norm and
be more inviting.
• Pat Scott: No, Murray could be more business friendly,
but at what cost? Businesses are regulated for many reasons,
such as promoting safety. uniformity. desired aesthetics, and
protecting property values. It is a very difficult job.
• Don Elias: I think the City understands their responsibility to make every effort to assist existing and new businesses. The Mayor and City Council need to support and promote a philosophy among the staff to make every effort to
assist businesses in accomplishing their goals.
• Dan Miller: it can always be better
• Amos McCarty: NO- I think we could do a lot more to
help our small business. And we ready need work on bring
more large business to Murray.
• Linda Cherry: I think that if the business sign ordinances
were relaxed somewhat,it would be more favorable to businesses, especially small business just getting started.
• Ron Gladden: The City of Murray is a very tough city to
be self employed. i don't think the people making decisions
for the businesses of Murray have enough hands on experience to understand how difficult owning a business in this
city is. times are tough enough without feeling like the city
i am paying taxes in are against against you.
• Jeremy Bell: I believe we could be a little more friendly
with things like signs.
• Mark Randall: I think there are always ways to improve.
but I would need input from business owners on ways to do
that. I would like to be the business friendliest state and city
in the nation, which would economically boost our state and
city.
• Jay Morgan:Yes. I believe that the City of Murray is a
business friendly city and tries to support entities such as the
Chamber of Commerce. the Economic Development
Corporation, Murray Main Street, and the Tourism
Commission. among others. However, continuous and ongoing improvements can and should always be made in any
situation.
• Jane Shoemaker: Mun-ay is fortunate in having a diverse
economy and low unemployment. But there is always room
for improvement. We should continue supporting our existing businesses and industries. making ourselves attractive to
new resources. But it is even more important to adjust our
policies to accommodate an ever growing society.
• Martin Milkman: The City of Murray is not as business
friendly as it could be. This is important because it is costing the city jobs and income. This is especially a problem
when unemployment rates are high. We need to make it easier for new business people to start a business in Murray and
to make it easier for existing business to expand.Less red
tape.
• Greg Taylor: Our city is very business friendly when
compared with other cities in the region. We do not have a
payroll tax, which is good. However. we could be more business friendly. Doing things such as reducing restrictions on
property uses and relaxing stringent sign regulations would
be a good start.
• Debbie Griffin: Yes it seems to be the way it is growing.
There is always room for improvment though in anything.
• Robert Billington Jr.: As a business owner, I would like
to think that the City of Murray is very business friendly.

Po'

#9 Jeremy Bell
#10 Robert Billington Jr.
#11 Pat Scott
#12 Mark Randall
#13 Donald Elias
#14 Jeremy Boyd
#15 Pete Lancaster
#16 Charlie McKenney
However, we can always strive to do better. I feel there is a
reason that we are the second lowest unemployment city in
the state. I feel this is due in large part to our businesses and
the relationships that we have with the public.
•Jeremy Boyd: No, as a business owner there are definitely things that could be improved upon. For instance, I would
like to see a uniform business license system. I am currently required to purchase three separate licenses for my single
store operation because we offer a variety of services to the
community.
• Brad Darnall: I believe that the growth in business in
Murray shows Muffay is a business friendly city. Although.
we must continue to look for ways to support our current
businesses while bringing in new.
• Richard Reed: I think every organization has room f'or
improvement, and the city of Murray needs work in this
area. I am willing to offer suggestions/thoughts if elected.
Having a business friendly city administration is absolutely
essential for the future and growth of business and commercial areas.
• Charlie McKenney: No - One of the most rules & size
restricted for sign ordinances in the state of Kentucky - very
unfriendly to new business.
• Pete Lancaster: I sincerely believe the city of Murray is
business friendly... I imagine there are areas where we could
improve. but I think we use our available resources to find
and recruit and then bring in businesses which show interest in locating here.
• Danny Hudspeth: Yes, with a note that there is always
room for improvement. We( city employees )work for the
people of Murray. Although we have a captive customer
base for the most part, we still need to treat our customers
with respect and dignity. Overall we do a good job , I would
grade us as a "B"
• Jane Brandon: for certain businesses
• Billy Gene Pritchard: No. This can improve by getting
ideas from city folks and developing them.
• John Mark Roberts: Did not respond.
2) Do you believe that zoning ordinances are enforced fairly and uniformly?
•Jason Pittman: The ordinances are not enforced uniformly.'The limited resources that the city has makes the enforcement of current zoning ordinances difficult. The largest
problem that we have in the city is cleaning up dilapidated
slums. The Code Enforcement Board and Council needs to
take a tough stand increase the fines takeover sell/demolish
these slums
• Pat Scott: Yes. Exceptions and variances are made when
necessary, but overall very few complaints have been presented before the council.
• Don Elias: Yes. The Zoning Ordinances are governed by
the Planning Commission and Board of Zoning Adjustments
that are made up of community members representing all
walks of life. From past experience I feel that our ordinances well reflect the desires of our community.
• Dan Miller: yes
• Amos McCarty: Yes-I have serve on the BZA board. And
it is hard to make some of the rulings. But I think the board
does the best they can with want they have to work with.
• Linda Cherry: Fairly'? Yes. Uniformly'? Each request is
unique, especially with regards to variances. Therefore. uniforniity is not relevant in each specific request.
• Ron Gladden: Unquestionably no. It depends on the day
and the time that a decision is made. I have three businesses
in town and the stipulations for each have been different. I
opened two similiar businesses in 4 years and the codes and
regulations required were different. It should be equal for all

#17 Jane Brandon
#18 Ron "R.G." Gladden
#19 Greg Taylor
#20 Billy Gene Pritchard
#21 John Mark Roberts
#22 'Martin Milkman
#23 Richard Reed
#24 Debbie Nance Griffin
people and businesses at all times.
•Jeremy Bell: I believe they do allow things for some people and then turn around and not allow them for others.
• Mark Randall: I think that everyone tries to be as fair as
they can be. I would like to be very business friendly with
our ordinances and zoning laws.
• Jay Morgan: Yes. I think that both the Zoning
Commission and the Planning Commission have a tough job
to do at times. However, both of these boards have quality
people on them and do a good job representing the balanced
interests of the city and the citizens.
• Jane Shoemaker: This is my first time to run for city
council so I am unfamiliar with the fairness or uniformity of
our zoning ordinances. However, once elected I will review
them as needed to become informed.
• Martin Milkman: Zoning ordinances are not enforced
fairly and uniformly. Homes that are designated to be single
family dwellings are not always that way. This is especially
true near the University. Signage rules do not seem to be
fairly enforced. Murray would look nicer if the signage
rules were fairly enforced.
• Greg Taylor: I believe that our city tries to enforce the
ordinances fairly and uniformly. However, in my opinion,
too much weight is given to parties who don't necessarily
represent all the stakeholders. It is hard to enforce zoning
ordinances because the decisions made by government are
often what uses which vary from the prescribed use will be
allowed.
• Debbie Griffin: I truly do not know but if elected I would
make sure that is was.
• Robert Billington Jr.: As a councilman, I have a lot of
confidence in our planning department. We appoint board of
zoning adjustment and planning commission members who
have Murray's best interests at heart. The key in zoning is
consistency and I feel we are striving to maintain this.
• Jeremy Boyd: Yes, I believe the enforcement is conducted fairly and uniformly. As a member of the planning commission myself. I have had the opportunity to see firsthand
the work our Board of Zoning and Adjustment members do.
I believe they are diligent and earnestly try to provide a consistent and unilaterally fair ordinance for the community.
• Brad Darnall: I can not say if zoning ordinances are currently enforced fairly and uniformly. However. if they are
not, that needs to change. Certain businesses and people
should not be given special treatment when it comes to city
zoning ordinances.
• Richard Reed: The zoning board(s) have a very difficult
task and I respect their willingness to serve. However, I do
feel that it appears there have been some inconsistencies in
some of their decisions.
• Charlie McKenney: No - just read the minutes from their
meetings or ask Gerald Bell!
• Pete Lancaster: Yes.
• Danny Hudspeth: Yes, once again with the note that there
is always room for improvement. This is a very difficult area
to manage, we have a host of different types of issues that
come up in this area and everyone has their own needs and
wants. We have to do what is best for the city as a whole as
well as try to accommodate the individual needs. That is
why we have 2 different groups that deal with these areas ,
the Planning Commission and the Board of Zoning
Adjustments. We often have openings on both of these
boards, send in your resume and join the decision making
process.
• Jane Brandon: No
• Billy Gene Pritchard: No. We have areas that are not
policed enough to keep property and business neat and
clean.
• John Mark Roberts: Did not respond.
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3) Are you in favor of a smoking ban in privately owned
businesses & restaurants?
• Jason Pittman tio I am not in favor of a Smoking Ban
within our community. I do not believe that it should be
the work of the council to interfere with this issue. Several
restaurant owners have taken it upon themselves to ban
smoking and it has worked. The problem is taking care of
itself. without intrusive legislation to force an end result.
• Pat Scott: No. I believe there has to be a point where
government intrusion stops. Businesses should be left to
decide whether to allow smoking. Approximately 75% of
restaurants have choosen to go smoke free. No one is
forced to be a patron where smoking is allowed. As a worker safety issue. it should be addressed by 0.S.H.A. or
K.Y.O.S.H.
• Don Elias: Yes
• Dan Miller: not at present
• Amos McCarty: No- I think that the business should
make that decison. I do not go to business that have smoking as a exsmoker it bother me.
• Linda Cheny: It doesn't matter if I'm personally in favor
of it and it doesn't matter whether or not I think the government goes too far in getting into my private business. What
DOES matter is that as an elected official. I'm "charged
with the manifest duty" by the State Supreme Court of
Kentucky "to protect the safety and health of its citizens"
• Ron Gladden: when the city council pays my taxes then
they should be able to make decisions on how how my
business should be run. smoking is legal and if a business
owner caters to a smoking group to generate more business
and essentially pay more taxes then that is a smart business
decision for both the city and the business involved.
• Jeremy Bell: yes
• Mark Randall: Yes. for the health of the employees who
have to work in that environment. I realize that as a customer I have a personal choice whether or not to go into
those businesses.
• Jay Morgan: No. I am not in favor of a smoking ban in
privately owned businesses. I think that each individual
business owner should have the right to decide what is in
the best interests of their own business
•Jane Shoemaker: I am concerned for the health of workers who may, in order to have or keep employment, be
trapped in businesses allowing smoking. However, at this
time I would prefer to have business owners voluntarily
ban smoking in their establishments as many have already
done rather than create an ordinance prohibiting smoking.
• Martin Milkman: Privately owned businesses and
restaurants have a right to either ban or not ban smoking
in their establishments. There are plenty of restaurants that
are nonsmoking and other that allow people to smoke so
that anyone can find a good place to eat in Murray.
Privately owned firms should be free to choice.
• Greg Taylor: No. If business owners want to allow
smoking. they should have the freedom to have a smoking
section.
•Debbie Griffin: I do not snioke and do not like smoke. I
feel I have a choice to enter a smoke free restaurant if i
choose. I think the owners need to make the choice for
there own business though.
• Robert Billington Jr.: I am not in favor of big government. I feel that it is each business owners choice. My wife
nor I smoke, but it is not my place to tell someone else
they can't. My business is smoke free, my house is smoke
free. That's my decision, as it should be for each business
owner.
• Jeremy Boyd: Yes. As someone who has lost a father,
step-father, and step-mother to smoking related illnesses; I
am firmly in favor of such a ban. I am a strong advocate
for personal freedoms and liberties, however, when those
freedoms impede on the health of others I can no longer
support such freedoms.
• Brad Darnall: I personally enjoy eating at restaurants
that are smoke free. However. I support the rights of private business owners to choose for themselves. I just
choose not to eat in a restaurant that is filled with smoke.
• Richard Reed: As a small business man who has met a
weekly payroll, I believe there should be very limited government involvement in the affairs of small businesses.
• Charlie McKenney: Yes - a simple health issue. If the
general public can walk in then yes. Private club or gathering, no.
• Pete Lancaster: I will go with anyone who will take it
upon themselves to approach a business owner who allows
smoking in their establishment. to try to persuade them to
stop allowing people to smoke around other patrons in their
business. I will never vote to force a smoking ban on any
private business, if people can choose to go there. or not.
• Danny Hudspeth: Not at this time, the trend seems to be
that most businesses are going "non-smoking" on their
own, Let's see where this takes us. Personally I normally
don't patronize the smoking restaurants
• Jane Brandon: No
• Billy Gene Pritchard: Yes! We have as much right to
breathe ciean air as smokers choose dirty!
• John Mark Roberts: Did not respond.
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I am not aware of any problems created by. the coundl
consisting of 12 members.
• Don Elias: I would consider a reduction to possibly 810 members. It is imriortant that we maintain a good cross
section of opinions on the council.
• Dan Miller: no
•Amos McCarty: I don't know- I would like more imformatim on that before 1 make that decison.
• Linda Cherry: No. I think that with 12 councilmen and
councilwomen. there is a greater opportunity to have a better cross section of people representing the tax payers of
this city. To have only 6 or less would be putting too rnuch
power in the hands of too few people who are in the position of passing ordinances which wil forever impact the citizens of Murray.
• Ron Gladden: i think a twelve person council is fine. an
election every two years to replace the entire council isn't.
i think there should be %ix elected every year. an entire
rotation of the council could be devistating in two years.
what if all the incumbents were voted out and we had an
entirely rookie city council. not likely to happen but possible.
• Jeremy Bell: no
• Mark Randall: no
• Jay Morgan: No. I think a Council of 12 allows for a
variety of views be represented.
• Jane Shoemaker: There are pros and cons to this issue.
Sometimes healthy discussion is promoted by many different opinions and other times multiple opinions clog the
decision-making process. I would need extensive exposure
and practice with city council business to be able to make
an informed decision on this issue.
• Martin Milkman: I am not in favor of reducing the size
of the council. Having a large number of council members
promotes diverse ideas and opinions. This adds strength to
the community of Murray. If money is a factor, council
members could reduce their pay.
• Greg Taylor: Not necessarily. The city definitely needs
to save money. but is beneficial when people are unable to
make the meetings to have 12 members. We could go to 6
or 8 members but if. say, two people were absent from a 6
member council, you would have 3 people making decisions for the entire city.
• Debbie Griffin: Not just for the purpose of saving more
money.
• Robert Billington Jr.: This question has been brought to
me on several ocassions. I feel the most comfortable number is 8 council members. However. 12 gives us four more
diverse views.
•Jeremy Boyd: No. I believe the current size is adequate.
I would however be in favor of setting minimum qualifications for candidacy of the council. The reason I decided
to run for the city council was not my desire to hold public office, but rather the need. I simply don't think all of our
current members understand the issues or are capable of
solving them.
• Brad Darnall: I would be in favor of reducing the council to 8 to 10 members. I feel it's important to have several voices and viewpoints represented. However, I've
always found it interesting that Murray had 12 members.
While this could put me out of a job if elected. I definitely
think it's a proposal worth looking into.
• Richard Reed: Yes. I feel the council would operate
much more efficiently by reducing the size. Murray is one
of few cities with a council this size.
• Charlie McKenney: No - The more people involved the
better. Serving is or should be your civic duty' - NO PAY.
• Pete Lancaster: Yes.
• Danny Hudspeth: Yes. the last time this came up about
5 years ago I voted not to reduce the size of the council. I
felt 12 gave room for a larger segment of the people to be
represented. I would like to have the discussion again I
would consider going down a few seats depending on how
we would re-structure the current working committees.
• Jane Brandon: No
• Billy Gene Pritchard: Yes! Streamline decisions- more
cost effective- communication more effective among
council. 7 is enough
• John Mark Roberts: Did not respond.

5) Will you commit to not support a Payroll tax?
• Jason Pittman: I will not predict how I will vote 2 or 4
years down the road while not having the current facts to
review. Currently I not supportive of a payroll tax. I sat
through countless meetings and heard many conflicting
stories of how bmke the city was. yet we have not lexAced
to clean up our own back yard first before reaching into the
pockets of others.
• Pat Scott: I am not in favor of raising any tax. however,
the public expects to be protected by fire and police personnel. a functional city government. good streets. and
their property values protected. None of this happens for
tree! The council must be good stewards and make sure the
best service possible is provided for every dollar spent!
• Don Elias: While I am not in favor of any tax increases
I would not relinguish my ability to vote for some type of
revenue enhancement if it was necessary to maintain the
level of services and safety that the community needs and
expects.
4) Are you le favor of reducing the size of the Council?
•Jason Pittman: I am in fa% or of reducing il.e number and
• Dan Miller: I will commit to do the best i know how for
feel the council can easily function with 6 members, with the city. At present it's not needed
• Amos McCarty: Yes- I think it hurt more that it help. I
the Mayor being the tie breaking factor. I think that it is
nice to have a variety of different ages and backgrounds on am agains a payroll tax.
• Linda Cherry: I have gone on record as being against a
the council, but if Paducah and other cities can figure it out
with 4 council members Murray can surely get it done with payroll tax when I voted for the passage of the recent city
budget which did not include a paymll tax.
6 people
• Pat Scott: The opinions expressed by the present coun• Ron Gladden: i don't support a payroll tax. although it
cil are varied and represent the citizens well. Committee is not an issue right now, the city of murray is trying to lay
responsibilites are shared adaquately with all members the groundwork lOr a potential payroll tax. citizens and
serving on several committees. Reducing the number employees of murray businesses are struggling enough in
would not necessarily be a significant cost saving measure. these hard times without being taxed further. i think the
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enforcement of the city sticker is crucial to avoiding a payroll tax.
• Jeremy Bell: no
• Mark Randall: DEFINITELY!"
• Jay Morgan: I would not N ote for a payroll tax.
• Jane Shoemaker: A Payroll tax should not be approved
unless all other sources of revenue-raising are exhausted. I
hope we never adopt or are asked to support a tax such as
this. A Payroll tax should be approved only as a last resort.
• Martin Milkman: I will not support a payroll tax. A payroll tax will cost us jobs. Most people think that only workers pay the payrolls tax. However the burden of the tax is
split between workers and business . Businesses and workers might move out of the city to avoid these taxes.
• Greg Taylor: Yes. I will not support a payroll tax that
would be detrimental to our local businesses and their
employees.
• Debbie Griffin: I am not in favor for the payroll tax. I don
not like taxes at all. I would poll the people and go with
what the majority of the people want.
• Robert Billington Jr.: As a council person, I was probably
the most vocal against a payroll tax. Having served on the
finance committee for two terms. studying the numbers as I
do, we have to make ends meet. We're one of only two cities
that are class 3 that do not have a payroll tax. I am not in support of a payroll tax, however, I do support a balanced budget.
• Jetemy Boyd: Yes. I think there is opportunity to reduce
our spending and increase our revenue without having to
adopt a payroll tax. My biggest fear of a payroll tax is not
its existence. but it continually being increased over time to
overcome inefficiency in our city government and unjustified spending. Problems need to be fixed not covered up.
• Brad Darnall: We need to control spending not add more
taxes.
• Richard Reed: Yes- I do NOT believe at this time Murray
is ready for a payroll tax. If a payroll tax were coupled with
the elimination of the insurance tax and city stickers. it
could very well result in a reduction of cost to the average
citzen of Murray. and if so I would consider such a move.
• Charlie McKenney: Yes - I have already taken a public
stand against the tax.
• Pete Lancaster: No.
• Danny Hudspeth: No. until some new form of income
generating source is made available to Kentucky cities this
will be an option. I will commit to do everything possible to
hold off on this as an option for as long as we can. And if we
ever get to the point where it becomes a necessity make
sure it stays as low as possible and build in some contingencies that will be easy on the tax payers as possible.
• Jane Brandon: Yes
• Billy Gene Pritchard: Yes! #1We can and should use our
resources more effective #2 Live within our means #3 attract
new businesses to generate more revenue
• John Mark Roberts: Did not respond.
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6) Are you in favor of combining City and County
Government?
• Jason Pittman: 1 would explore the option yes. One drawback to Council Members elected at large is they have
nowhere to call "Home District" thus no one be held
accountable to. There would be an upside to exploring the
City/County Govt, from an efficiency stand point. I believe
that type of move in West KY would set us apart from others on this end of the state.
• Pat Scott: It sounds good but I don't see it happening any
time soon. Should the voters want to bring it forward, I
would support whatever the outcome would be.
• Don Elias: Yes. but in a systematic approach beginning
with certain services and expanding the consolidation as
opportunities and capabilities arise.
• Dan Miller: no way
• Amos McCarty: Not at present- I not sure of the future.
• Linda Cherry: No
• Ron Gladden: Yes. If you live in the county and own a
business in the city you should be able to vote on the people
who make every day business decisions on your livelyhood.
If you pay taxes on a business in the city you deserve the
right to vote on the people who make your regulations.
Taxation without representation, does that ring a bell'?
• Jeremy Bell: no
• Mark Randall: I do not have enough information to comment and would not want to change until I was convinced it
would be best for our cominunity
• Jay Morgan: No. I am not in favor of merging city and
county government. Not unless there was a dire economic
circumstance that they merged.
• Jane Shoemaker: After acquiring personal experience on
the council I can better make a judgment on this issue.
However, I have observed a gootl working relationship
between the two entities on many issues. I believe that we
have many very fine individuals working in both entities
although lilesim sure there is room for better efficiency in
both governments.
• Martin Milkman: I am not in favor of combining City
and County government. The completion between the
schools is very healthy. promoting better test scores and
other measures of achievement for both school systems.
There may be some parts of city and county government that
are redundant and these should be addressed.
• Greg Taylor: I have no position on this as I haven't
researched this issue.
• Debbie Griffin: I would have to study this first and make
a decision on what seems to be the best for both the city and
county.
• Robert Billington Jr.: No. I feel that our relationship with
the county has to be strong. I am a strong supporter of our
city and county governement relationship. I can think of 2 or
3 cities in our commonwealth that have formed a metro form
of goverment. and neither are succeeding. Our focus should
be on our city and a great relationship with our county.
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• Jeremy Boyd: Absolutely not. I am never in favor of bigger government. I think such an idea would create greater
beaurocracy and less action as a whole. If each are doing
their job. there shouldn't be the need.
• Brad Darnall: I would be in favor of studying the issue to
see if it is beneficial to Murray. I v.ould only support a combined government if it saves taxpayer money. makes government more efficient. helps growth of businesses, and does
not cause any loss of jobs.
• Richard Reed: A person cannot make a decision on an
issue this important without an in depth study by a professional vvho can show the pluses and minuses for a city this
size. There are normally unintended consequences that
occur from any major change in operations or management
of any organization such as cities and counties.
• Charlie NcKinney: No - Not at this time. There is really
very little support and stating publicly you are in favor will
get you defeated!
• Pete Lancaster:Yes, if it is properly researched by a qualified group and found to be the most efficient, cost effective
way to govern Calloway County. Other cities have done this
very effectively. By putting together a committee of citizens
with no political agenda. who just want to do what is best for
our community, I think it can be done.
• Danny Hudspeth: There is not enough information to
have an informed opinion. this would have to be a community wide study and discussion and would ultimatcly go on a
ballot for the people to decide.
• Jane Brandon: No
• Billy Gene Pritchard: Yes! #1 Very cost effective. #2 Can
give us more leverage for larger grants.
• John Mark Roberts: Did not respond.
7) What is your stance on Alcohol issues? Please be specific.
• Jason Pittman: 1 have no issues with our current ordinances on the books that deal with Alcohol. The 70/30 rule
had a smooth transition in our community. The tax revenues
that have been received benefited the Murray PD with
equipment. keeping them safer, and economically it has
helped the city: by inviting creating more jobs and providing
more dining options.
• Pat Scott: It is difficult to be specific when the question is
so broad. My stance overall is that alcohol sales were
approved by the voters. The only issue left to the council is
setting hours of operation. The remainder of regulation is
handled by the state.
• Don Elias: I believe the alcohol regulations adopted by
the City have been appropriate and have been positive for
our community. Regulated and managed alcohol sales have
proven to be far better than prohibition.
• Dan Miller: Did not respond.
• Amos McCarty: I can five with as is now. No changes.
• Linda Cherry: I would not be in favor of amending our
current ordinance regarding the sale of alcohol.
• Ron Gladden: Drinking alchohol is legal. The dollar
amount of taxes going to Puryear, Paducah, Paris and Cadiz
is astonishing. The city council has regulatory authority
over the number of retail liquor licenses allowed in Murray.
There doesn't have to be a liquor store on every corner. but
as long as people are going to drink, Murray should be collecting taxes.
• Jeremy Bell: I am not in favor of alcohol
• Mark Randall: I have done many hours of research and
am convinced that alcoho! sales are bad for the economy and
safety of any community. I am definitely against expanding
alcohol sales and would like to see current alcohol laws
enforced better. Check out keepitoutofmurray.com for additional facts.
• Jay Morgan: I am comfortable with the present policies.
procedures. and hours that are set for the city currently.
• Jane Shoemaker: This question is vague in that there are
no specifics given. I presently support the voter's decision in
the last election on the issue. Until asked to make a different decision no comment is needed. The people make the
decision and not the council. The council only votes on regulations involving the use and selling of alcohol.
• Martin Milkman: I am happy with the present status of
the alcohol issues in Murray. Restaurants should have free
choice if they want their business to be moist, subject to regulation to insure that drunk drivers are kept off the road. I
realize that many of the moist restaurants loose business to
places in Tennessee that stay open longer.
• Greg Taylor: I am against all alcohol sales in the city. as
well as the enforcement of all laws and regulations regarding
alcohol sales.
• Debbie Griffin: I assume you are talking about packaged
iiquior. I am not for that. I think our town is doing just fine
without it.
• Robert Billington Jr.: I feel our current ordinance of 70/30
is working. We're bringing in approximately $130.000 a year
to our police department. Our DUI count has decreased
since the ordinance has passed. I do not feel we need to make
any changes.
• Jeremy Boyd: I believe that our current allowances and
restrictions are adequate. It is a testament to our system that
other local communities have used it as a guide and reference for developing their own. The limitations on the sale
and distribution not only work to protect our community. but
also preserve its ideals.
• Brad Darnall: Alcohol issues are decided by the voters. I
will support the wishes of the voters.
• Richard Reed: Since the passage of liquor by the drink in
restaurants. I think the City of Murray and the Murray
Police have done an excellent job in the management of this
issue. I realize some people are for and some against. but the
passage of liquor by the drink has had a positive economic
impact on the city of Murray.
•Charlie McKenney: My stance is purely Business Driven.
Alcohol by the drink has been very good for Murray. It has
brought at least 5 new businesses to Murray. Expanding
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alcohol sale!. would be worth a serious investigation.
• Pete Lancaster: I believe the alcohol program we have
implemented in this city is exactly what we need. To my
knowledge, we have had no problems we could not handle.
and we are bringing a substantial amount of tax revenue into
the city each and every month. which is very much needed.
We don't need small minded people tampering with it.
• Danny Hudspeth: It is currently legal to have a drink in
restaurants that have a license . It is our job as a city
to
uphold the law. We control the hours of operation and the
amount of tax paid. Our Police officers do a good job
of
being a presence. It is the right of people of a legal age to
drink. I pray no one drinks and drives and that drinking does
not lead to a tragedy of any kind.
• Jane Brandon: If MSU had not voted in our election
Murray would be dry today.
• Billy Gene Pritchard: No Alcohol! (NoN)! For money
you gain in alcohol tax, you will and do. spend it to police
and rehab people who do drink, and more
• John Mark Roberts: Did not respond.

complete look at the total annual budget scenario.
owned and operated because it is one of our largest employ• Jane Shoemaker: Murray Main Street, Murray-Calloway ers Callow
in
ay County and we can control the success of the
County Park, Murray Transit Authority, Playhouse in the
hospital. I am not opposed to a Management team or group
Park. I support these public entities. However, I believe the
but I would need to resea
istaie is a matter of determining how much financial support
• Pat Scott: remain city/county owned and operated. I
we can afford to give them.
believe that the gereral public is better served by a facility
• Martin Milkman: Murray Main Street, Murray-Calloway
that ha:, been built to serve the public welfare. They are proCounty Park. Murray Transit Authority, Playhouse in the
vided care no matter the ability to pay and no one is turned
Park. All of these organizations deserve some support from
away. A privately owned facility that exists to turn a profit
the city and county. However over time they need to find
would not be so compassionate.
ways of reducing their reliance on city and county funding
. • Don Elias: I believe the hospital is a tremendous asset
to
These organizations will need to develop endowments
and our community. I am not prepared to respond to the
specific
fees that will pay for more of' their support. Some of
these options provided above without a great deal
of additional
organizations could apply for additional grant funding
.
information.
• Greg Taylor: Murray Main Street, Murray-Callo
way
• Dan Miller: remain city/county owned and operated. It's
County Park.
not
the fact that it is public entity that is of concern
• Debbie Griffin: Murray Main Street, Murray-Callo
way
Amos
•
McCarty: remain city/county owned and operated.
County Park, Playhouse in the Park. Murray Main
Street
Linda
•
Cherry
: remain city/county owned and operated.
does great things for the youth in our conununity.
'The park
•
Ron
Gladde
n:
remain city/county owned and operated. To
is a good place for families to do things together.
playhouse be honest, i don't know
a whole lot about MCCH. I do think
in the Park helps people express themselves. Gives
entertain- it is beneficial to keep
8) Do you support the funding of the following organiza- ment
it locally owned and operated. Local
for others. Might be a stepping stone for some to go
on is GOOD in almost every
tions? Please check ali that apply. Murray Main Street,
aspect of business. We should all
to broadway.
Murray-Calloway County Part, Murray Transit Authority,
try to support our local economy.
• Robert Billington Jr.: Muffay Main Street,
MurrayPlayhouse in the Park.
• Jeremy Bell: remain city/county owned and operated.
Calloway County Park, Murray Transit Authority. Playho
use
• Jason Pittman: Murray Main Street, Murray-Calloway
Mark Randall: remain city/county owned and operated. I
•
in the Park. As long as our city can afford to support
these do not have
County Park, Murray Transit Authority, Playhouse in the
enough information to be for any kind of
organizations, I will be fully supportive. However, our
city change; I
Park. All of the above organizations above are ones that I do
have never studied the issue.
infrastructure must come first.
support. I think that in today's economic enviroment they
• Jay Morgan: reniain city/county owned and operated. I
• Jeremy Boyd: Murray Main Street, Murray-Callo
way would
must all watch the bottom line. Many of these organizations
support maintaining the hospital at its current status
County Park, Playhouse in the Park. In prosperous times
I of being
are able to solely run on funding from the federal governcity and county owned, as long it is economically
would love to see all four of these organizations receive
ment. This being said 1 am Proud that if money is to be earrespons
ible
to do so. I think the hospital does a good job profunding. However. we are not in prosperous times and unformarked for a project it is atleast coming to Murray and
tunately cuts need to be made. I believe that the Murray viding for our community and is responsive to their needs.
Calloway County and not other places with in the state,
• Jane Shoemaker: I applaud the hospital's new wing,
Transit authority can still remain viable and successful sole• Pat Scott: Murray Main Street. Murray-Calloway County
advanced technology and professionals. I believe these new
ly thmugh a privately owned corporation, but should
not
Park, Muffay Transit Authority, Playhouse in the Park. The
additions give our hospital a competitive advantage over
receive additional funding from the city. Furthermore,
the
question should read "partial funding". None of the listed
other
surrounding hospitals arid give our citizens better
other three organizations should be reviewed so only necesorganizations are fully funded by the city of Murray. The
health
care options. But I have no opinion on the hospital's
sary funding is allocated until the city's financial status
amount of funding is determined on a year to year basis as
ownership at this time.
improves.
funds are detertnined available. I do support each organiz
• Martin Milkman: remain city/county owned and operata• Brad Darnall: Murray Main Street. Murray-Calloway
tion, however, it would be prefentd that they become selfed. The Murray-Calloway County Hospital needs to remain
County Park, Murray Transit Authority. Playhouse in
the
sufficient.
Park. I support some funding from the city to these organi- a public facility. If it was a private facility it could tum away
• Don Elias: Murray Main Street, Murray-Calloway
zations. Though, I would like to study more closely the level the poorest people that it serves. As the hospital continues to
County Park. Murray Transit Authority. Playhouse in
grow it is an economic engine for our conununity. When
the of funding to Murray Transit to see if the benefits are
worth
Park. I believe all of the organizations listed above conpatients are treated in our hospital it generates demands for
the cost.
tribute to the "Quality of Life" for our comrnunity. It
has
• Richard Reed: Murray Main Street, Muffay-Calloway other services in our community including restaurants, hotels
been my experience that businesses and industries are lookCounty Park, Murray Transit Authority, Playhouse in the and retail. In addition as the hospital adds staff they bring
ing first at the community to decide if this is where they
Park. I reserve the right to review the budget of the city and their families who also spend money in our community.
would like to raise their family. These organizations provide
• Greg Taylor: remain city/county owned and operated.
the needs of each organization. Each of these organizations
services that are attractive to families. It is however imporare vital for any small community.
• Debbie Griffin: Not sure about this but would study anci
tant that these organizations and the City continue to evalu• Charlie McKenney: Murray-Calloway County Park. question people to see what was the best opition.
ate their missions to make sure that there is a positive return
Murray Main Street is very limited as to actually helping
•Robert Billington Jr.: remain city/county owned and operon the investment.
business. The Park serves the most people. The Transit ated. I feel as a city government we need to be open minded
• Dan Miller: Murray Main Street, Murray-Calloway authori
ty should be abolished ASAP - it will drain City to opportunites that present themselves in the future.
with
County Park, Playhouse in the Park.
money. Playhouse in the park serves a
but vocal num- patient care being the upmost responsibility.
• Amos McCarty: Murray Main Street. Murray-Calloway ber
of citizens. I own 6 buildings in downtown Murray
• Jeremy Boyd: be sold to a privately owned corporation.
.
County Park, Playhouse in the Park. I think the Transit
Total money received from Murray Main Street $0.
As
a public/non-profit organization, the MCC Hospital is
Total
Authority has enough funding at present. I have serve on rules,
regulations, ordinances - unlimited, too many for me subject to open records laws that other privately
owned corthat board in the past.
to list!
porations are not. Due to this fact, it is becoming increasing• Linda Cherry: Murray Main Street, Murray-Calloway
• Pete Lancaster: Murray Main Street, Muffay-Calloway ly hard for them to compete in the marketp
lace, thus my reaCounty Park, Murray Transit Authority, Playhouse in the
County Park, Murray Transit Authority, Playhouse in
soning for potential sale. I believe that a privately owned
the
Park. I support funding these entities when and ONLY when
Park. Each of these organizations is a substantial part
of company could potentially expand and improve the level of
our city has a balanced budget and a heavy surplus of tax
what makes Muffay the greatest place in America to live.
So service and care provided to the citizens of Murray and
dollars I do not support funding them if we have to cut our
what's the problem'?? Once again. petty people do not need Calloway County.
own police and fire departments in ordet to balance the to be
tampering. Well, you asked for my opinion.
• Brad Darnall: remain city/county owned and operated.
It
budget I voted against giving Main Street and Transit
• Danny Hudspeth: Murray Main Street, Murray-Calloway should remain as is for now. Though
, I would like to study
Authority $25,000 each because I think we should not have
County Park. Murray Transit Authority, Playhouse in the the pros and cons of other options
.
cut the police and fire department budgets. The safety of our Park.
These are a few of the many organizations the city sup• Richard Reed: remain city/county owned and operated.
citizens should be our number I priority.
ports thru our budget. They are reviewed during each
• Charlie McKenney: remain city/county owned and operbudg• Ron Gladden: Murray Main Street. Murray-Calloway et session
and occasionally we help them out in emergency ated. Finding the proper people to serve
on the board is the
County Park, Murray Transit Authority, Playhouse in the situati
ons that may arise during the year.
key - If a corporation can run d hospital and find people,
Park. We need to progress in Muffay. Main street could
•Jane Brandon: Murray-Calloway County Park, Playho
use why can't a hospital board? (Simple. politics & personal
thrive with some changes. 'The parks are crucial to family in the
Pait. We cut our emergency dept. budgets, yet contin- agendas of those on the board).
oriented fun. My family has been involved with the history ue to give
to Main St., Transit is a joke,empty buses all over
• Pete Lancaster: remain city/county owned and operate
of the park system for 50 years. Bjarne is doing an excellent town
d.
-cost
If
it ain't broke...
job with the transit authority although the citizens don't
• Billy Gene Pritchard: Muffay Main Street, Murray
• Danny Hudspeth: remain city/county owned and operatunderstand the trolley situation. The arts are important to a Callow
ay County Park. yes pride and keep our downtown ed. I currently serve
on the Hospital Board as the Mayor.
well rounded society. However there are many areas that the nice
not with park rangers but city officers.
There
is
a
Hospita
l
Board
resolution that has been in place
budget could be cut in order to focus more funds in these
•John Mark Roberts. Did not respond.
for
some
time
that
says
''the
Hospital is not for sale". Our
areas.
current CEO is resigning effective Nov. 3rd, as part
• Jeremy Bell: Murray Main Street, Murray-Calloway
of the
9) Do you think that Murray-Calloway County Hospita
l search procedure we are looking at all options to see what
County Park, Murray Transit Authority, Playhouse in the should.
,. be sold to a privately owned corporation, manage
d would be best for our hospital and our cominunity that
Park.
by a privately owned corporation, remain city/county
process is still going on.
owned
• Mark Randall: Murray Main Street, Munay-Calloway and operat
ed?
• Jane Brandon: remain city/county owned and
County Park.
operated
• Jason Pittman: remain city/county owned and operate
•
Billy Gene Pritchard: remain city/county owned
d.
• Jay Morgan: I have in the past supported each of these The
and
hospital should remain City/County Owned and should operated.
what better than to keep our name in forefront and
organizations in some way or the other. and do believe each be
competitive throughout West KY. Society is more mobile keep
healthcare cost down. We don't and shouldn't become
are worthy of some level of support. However, given the today
than we were 50 years ago. That means that rnore folks control
led by corporation who will wind like Washington!
present tightness of the city budget I am going to stop short are
In
traveling outside of our area to seek medical care else- a mess
of saying what that level of funding should be without a
where. I want to see Calloway Hospital remain locally
• John Mark Roberts: Did not respond.

"Study the issues, study the candidates
then VOTE for your pro-business choice!"
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